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Jesse Jackson supports
education for minorities
at rally in Sacramento

Jesse Jackson speaks to a crowd of about 5.000 at the Capitol on education and voting

False alarm forces
students from library
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
Fire alarms sounded, cutting into
Clark Library silence and driving
about 3(X) students and several administrators from the building Tuesday afternoon.
Tuesday’s alarm was the second
false alarm in the library in three
days.
On Sunday another false alarm
was sounded, also sending students
outside.
The crowd of students at
day’s evacuation sat, stood, read or
talked as they waited approximately
15 minutes for University Police to
check out the building and let everyone back in.
Library officials were not positive
what set off the alarms, but speculated that the low level of water pressure in the cooling system of solar
panels might have done it.
"The level is extremely low because water has been pumped out

while the cooling system is being
worked on," said Ruth Hafter, library director.
"We are not exactly sure what is
setting of the alarms." Hafier said.
"But, we are evacuating the
building each time it does." she
said.
Reactions from students inside the
library was as varied as the hook selection.
The fire alarms confused more
students than scared them.
’Everybody just looked around,’’
said Jessica Rose. one of the students on the third floor of the library.
’We all looked at each other as if
to say ’Are you going to get under
the table or what?’"
Some students hesitated momentarily, hut were able to react quickly.
"I looked around, hut no one was
responding. said Triminn Nguyen.
who was on the fourth floor.
See ALARM. page 7

By E. Mark Moreno
Daily staff writer
About 5,000 California students
gathered outside the capitol building
in Sacramento Monday to hear the
Rev. Jesse Jackson speak in support
of educational access for minorities.
Jackson’s address was part of
Spring Action ’89, a day of activities
that also featured a speech by Assemblyman Tom Hayden and lobbying efforts by crowds of students at
the senate and assembly offices.
Organized by three statewide student organizations, the focus of the
event was to gather support for legislation aimed at improving minority
retention in schools and colleges,
among other issues.
Calling California’s 40 percent
high school dropout rate a "massive
hemorrhaging of human talent,"
Hayden told the crowd California’s
current situation pits the "educational haves against the educational
have-nots."
Because students have to "go into
debt to get an education in the vague
hope of finding a job," Hayden said
state lending institutions should help
find a way to prepay educational
costs.
"It’s good to see the spirit of the
student movement in California
again," he said.
As Jackson approached the stage,
students chanted a song to the tune
of Ray Charles’ "Hit the Road,
Jack."
"Hit the road, Duke, and don’t
you come back no more," they sang,
referring to Gov. George Deukmejian.
"I love you very much. You’re the
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Ron Sleeker, entomology professor, removes the bee hive from the tree
In front of Spartan Pub. The bees wouldn’t sting unless provoked.

’We can bail out
students and the
American people. It
costs less to put
money into
education than into
prisons.’

Jesse Jackson,
Reverend

1960s, Jackson said, "Students were
the liberators to make America better.
"(Blacks) have the right to vote
because students stood up for justice
in America. Because of students like
you, we came out of the war in Vietnam."

Jackson also lashed out at California’s so-called "English only" law
passed by voters two years ago.
"America is bigger than one language. America is bigger than one
race. This is America!" he said,
drawing loud cheers from the crowd
"We must be broader. Not English
only. English plus." he said.
Jackson also spoke about the federal government’s aid to the troubled
Chrysler Corp. and savings and loan
institutions.
"If we can bail them out, we can
bail out students and the American
people." he said. "It costs less to
put money into education than into
prisons."
At a press conference later, Jackson hinted he may run for the presidency in 1992.
"I’ve not yet made that decision,"
he said. "The Rainbow Coalition
will continue to expand."
Jackson added that "Reagan won
the third time because he had a net
growth."
After his address, the multi -ethnic
contingent of students crowded into
the Capitol and swarmed through the
corridors of the senate and assembly
offices. They chanted "People united
will never he divided!" and "Education now !Participating students had positive
reactions to the event.
"I liked the feel of it. It had a lot
of energy." said Chenoa Farnsworth.
a freshman at the University of California at Santa Cruz.
C.J. Crock, a junior at UC-Santa
Cruz, said the day’s activities were
important.
See EDUCATION, page 7

Investigator offers
rape awareness tips
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer
A University Police Department
investigator
is
recommending
women educate themselves about
possible ways to avoid attacks.
This recommendation comes following a gang rape where a woman
was raped and beaten by four attackers in the 10th Street Garage Friday
night.
Two suspects were arrested and
two are still at large. Neither the victim nor the suspects are SJSU students.
In addition to walking in pairs,
displaying confidence and being familiar with one’s surroundings. UPI)
Investigator Terry Edel recommends
that people "go with their gut instincts and always have a way out."
Since many assaults are acquaintance rapes. Edel said women should
avid Pipkins Daily staff photographer exercise caution when they :,re just
beginning to date someone.
She suggested double -dating or
Students and staff evacuate nark Library because of a false fire alarm.
The library was reopened after a search of the building by UPI) oMcers. meeting the person somewhere instead of going with him.

Honey bee swarm buzzes
entrance at Spartan Pub

Davod Ptpkins

hope of the nation," Jackson told the
students.
Jackson emphasized the importance of student movements.
"Because of you, students will get
a first-class education in California."
Referring to the student role during the civil rights movement of the

By Mary R. Callahan
and Steven Musil
Daily staff writers
Thousands of bees swarmed outside of the Spartan Pub’s front entrance in a scene that resembled an
Alfred Hitchcock movie Tuesday afternoon.
A hive full of common honey bees
was removed from a tree outside the
pub at about 3 p.m.
"I’d say there were about 8,000 to
12.(XX) bees in the hive," said Ron
Stecker. an SJSU professor of entomology who removed the hive.
The bees gathered between the
music and arts buildings and began
to swarm around the tree to the right
of the pub entrance at about 12:25
p.m.
The insects bothered and bewildered passersby, hut no one reported
any injuries, said Carolyn Zirkle,
medical secretary to the director of
Student Health Services.
The swarm probably broke off
from an existing hive and was
searching for a new place to call
home, according to Stecker.

When a hive’s female bees are
born, all except one are usually
killed, he said.
But if the colony is overcrowded,
an extra queen will he spared so she
can lead half the hive’s population to
another location, according to
Sleeker.
"It’s just part of nature." said
Tom Parodi, a member of the
grounds maintenance crew who was
raking the lawn across from the pub.
"It happens all the time. It’s nothing."
Stecker removed the hive with the
assistance of a ground maintenance
crew operating a "cherry picker."
A cherry picker is a hydrolic machine with a basket large enough to
hold two people. It can be raised and
is often used in power line work.
Stecker and Dave Ramirez, a crew
member, stood in the basket and
were raised about 20 feet to use
branch clippers to sever the hive’s
branch.
The bees will be transported to a
controlled hive Stecker’s students
See BEES. page 7

Fidel has taught self -deknse
classes in the human performance
department. She recommended that
people take one of the semester-long
classes so the techniques become ingrained.
"If (the techniques) aren’t practiced. (the person) may not have
enough confidence to use them."
she said.
F.del will teach a two-hour tear gas
course on April 24 at 5:15 p.m. in
MacQuarrie Hall.
The class costs $19, and upon
completion participants will receive
certificates allowing them to carry
tear gas. also known as Mace, for
the rest of their lives.
Anyone interested can contact
Edel at 924-2235.
In her classes, Edel teaches "defensive living patterns." which inform people of passive and active
means of self defense.
Sonic of the passive maneuvers
women have used are telling the attackers they have AIDS. telling them
See RAPE. page 7

Students choose education
for careers, enlightenment
By Hazel Whitman
Getting a high -paying job is
what motivates many students to
come to SJSU.
Fall enrollment figures indicate
business is the most popular
major on campus, chosen by

Currents
in Education
See special eection, page 4
MOM than 20 percent of SJSU’s
28,270 students,
Silicon Valley provides an enviroiusism where business graduates and engineers are in great
distiaad.
According to Ismaiel Dieppe,
ason of the School of Social
Work, the valley’s rapid pace
often increases an individual’s

stress level. This creates a high
demand for another category of
professionals, social workers.
Yet, student enrollment figures
show less than 2 percent of SJSU
students major in social work,
making it the smallest school on
campus.
Dieppe said students of the
1970s and 1980s frequently look
at schooling solely as a gateway
to financial prosperity.
"It is a serious mistake to
value material things unduly.
There seems to be an emphasis on
education just to make a living,
but it is beyond making a living.
It is about becoming a learned citizen," Dieppa said.
He defines a learned citizen SA
one
who can make wise
judgments and participate in community affairs.
However. Dieppa thinks things
are beginning to change.
"I see a trend emerging in
See ENROLLMENT, page 4
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Editorials

Bring back the
team boycotters

Letters to the Editor
Jumping the gun
Editor,
A poorly understood effect of gun ownership is the
apparent damage caused to the logical reasoning and
other brain functions of the gun owner. The recent letters of Anthrop and Gilkey illustrate this condition. It is
hard to find a single valid argument in either letter, but I
will concern myself here with only two points made in
both letters.
It is virtually impossible to find a gun owner who
does not assert his or her constitutional right to possess
guns, and of course Anthrop and Gilkey both do this in
their letters. However, if one looks at the constitution
one finds that Article II of the Bill of Rights states, "A
well regulated militia being necessary to the security of
a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed."
I ask that Anthrop and Gilkey read this sentence at
least three times, and reflect on the fact that the sentence "p>q" is not the same as the sentence "q." I suggest that in the future Anthrop, Gilkey, and other gun
owners only assert their "constitutional right to bear
arms" after they have enlisted in one of the armed services or the national guard.
A second argument usually made by gun owners is
that freedom is endangered by any restrictions made on
gun ownership (at least for "law-abiding citizens." )
Anthrop states, "I would suggest that we, as a free so())
ety, are in deep trouble if the government is able to b,»)
the ownership of certain classes of property on the basis
of its perceived utility by Mr. Lyon or anyone else. That
is the hallmark of a dictatorship."
I hate to be the bearer of bad news to Anthrop, but
the government has alicady banned the ownership of
certain classes of property. Among other things, small
weapons for self-defense such as brass knuckles and
switch -blade knives are illegal, as well as larger
weapons such as: fully automatic weapons (useful for
hunting by the less skilled hunter), dynamite (useful for
fishing), flame-throwers (useful for barbecuing), and
weapon grade plutonium. I do not feel that our free
society is endangered by the illegality of such equipment and materials, but perhaps Anthrop would disagree.
Gilkey makes a more sweeping assertion: "History
has proved that without the right to bear arms, there can
be no freedom." One does not need history to prove this
statement is false; some counterexamples are Japan,
England, and most European countries. These countries
also provide counterexamples to the claim that "if guns
are illegal, only criminals will have guns."
I think that a reasonable case for gun ownership can
be made, but I don’t see gun owners making it. The best
argument for gun control I know of is to visit a large
gun store in a not -so -good section of town, and observe
the clientele buying the guns. When I did this it scared
the hell out of me.

SJSU’s new basketball coach Stan Morrison is
empty-handed as today’s national letter-of-intent
signing day begins. But the former University of
Southern California coach is the right man to
revive a listless basketball program.
Despite his favorable reputation as a recruiter,
Morrison is faced with an unenviable task of selling a program that has graduated just eight of its
players in the last 10 years and was rocked by a
player boycott.
But before Morrison makes another phone call
or visits any more living rooms espousing the
virtues of SJSU, he should make a pitch to
Director of Athletics Randy Hoffman to keep four
players who boycotted and then had second
thoughts.
Hoffman has maintained that the four playersAngelo Foccia, David Hollaway, Damon
Greer and Sean Davisare not welcome back to
the program. Morrison sounded more flexible at
his hiring press conference April 4, and said he
will talk to each player on an individual basis.
Those meetings took place Monday.
Hindsight has proved the boycott was a bad idea
that was executed as poorly as the team’s halfcourt offense. Morrison needs the players because
only three players are returning to the team and the
recruits of former coach Bill Berry are uncertain.
Restless from his three-year stint as athletic
director at the University of California Santa
Barbara, Morrison has the energy SJSU’s listless
program desperately needs. What made Morrison
Daniel A. Goldston
SJSU’s choice was his ability to graduate his playProfessor
ersa rare occurrence in college athletics.
Math and Computer Science
According to Hoffman, 65 to 70 percent of
Nlorrison’s players graduated in eight seasons at
USC. All hut two of his players finished their Deserving of darts
degrees when he coached at the University of the
Pacific. With a Pac-10 conference title (1985) and Editor,
above -.500 coaching record, Morrison has proved
I’d like to thank Rob Lyon for his support of I:SJS
he’s capable on the sidelines.
(90.7 FM). It’s a great feeling to know that Lyon uses
his constitutional rights (freedom of speech) the same
Now he needs some players.

’Dismal legislative education report

Campuses need to
reflect our growing
ethnic population
Our country’s class structure is becoming
increasingly polar. The thriving middle class of the
’60s is fragmenting into the upper class, for a few,
and lower class, for the many.
For most, the only way to move upward on the
class ladder is through education. For minorities it
is even more important because they are not represented equally in the power-broking white-collar
world in relation to their percentage of the total
population.
But not enough is being done to make higher
education accessible, especially to minorities.
According to a review of the state’s master plan for
higher education. California needs to make room
on its campuses for all qualified students; it also
needs to make sure those students include many
more blacks and Latinos before the state can claim
to be a leader in educational opportunity.
Only a paltry amount of students with ethnic
backgrounds landed that opportunity in 1986.
Fewer than 900 black high school graduates were
eligible for the University of California; only
4,468 blacks and Latinos were among 27,761
transfers into the Cal State system according to
the Joint Committee for Review of ale Master Plan
for Higher Education report.
Both Republican and Democratic legislators
have recommended several plans to make college
campuses more reflective of the state’s growing
ethnic population including:
a close partnership of higher- and lower-education campuses to ensure that minorities have the
desire to attend college, as well as the finances
and the qualifications
an increase in funding to these schools so they
can expand recruiting programs and financial aid
grants
special consideration in admissions to be given
to students from minority groups and low income
families, and
-requiring students to complete an ethnic studies
course to give them a better understanding of other
cultures.
The plans are admirable, but to succeed legislators need the cooperation of the federal and state
governments, the school systems, and the public.
If our society is to benefit from the talents of
our diverse population, then we need to give
minorities the chance to develop those talents in
our systems of higher education.

way William Herrel used his. I would like to point out
where Lyon makes his ignorance obvious. I’m sure if
KSJS wanted publicity, they would burn 5000 Spartan
Dailies in the student union, or make dart boards with
Lyon’s face on it. If he were a real KSJS listener, I don’t
think the rubbish that was expressed would have gone
to print.
"Surely KSJS can produce more worthy topics for
discussion"and they do. I have a list of different
shows that are aired on KSJS. It would show how
diverse KSJS really is.
Raffi Nalvarian

Senior
Public Relations
KSJS Sales Manager/DJ.

Pleading the First
Editor,
This comment is regarding the article entitled "Keep
Racism off the Airwaves" by Rob Lyon in Monday’s
Spartan Daily.
What is Mr. Lyon thinking? He claims to be a

Spartan Daily staff writer, yet seems ignorant of the
First Amendment. Maybe that is why he "cannot understand the radio station’s (KSJS) decision to allow a
white supremacist speak on one of its talk shows." To
refresh Mr. Lyon’s memory, the First Amendment guarantees, among other things, freedom of religion or
belief and freedom of speech. This is one of the things
that separates us from Nazi Germany.
Secondly, I was at the station when a Spartan Daily
reporter came by and asked KSJS General Manager Pol
Inate Van Rhee about the show. Van Rhee told the
reporter that the following week a rebuttal will be aired.
The Daily had the information, yet Mr. Lyon chose to
conveniently omit it from his article. Was he sincerely
ignorant of this fact, or did he choose to engage in some
"creative editing," a tactic utilized by the Third Reich?
Lastly, Mr. Lyon states, "Surely KSJS can produce
more worthy topics for discussion than digging up an
old man who comes from a generation of Nazism that
most people would like to forget." Is history an academic pursuit for Lyon? Does he enjoy the fanciful tales of
world wars, oppressive dictatorships, and systematic
genocide along with a hot dog and a Diet 7 -Up, thinking, "What interesting tales all this is. but that was then
and something like that could never happen now. Not
here."
Wrong. We should never, never forget Nazi
Germany. We cannot learn from history if we choose to
forget the parts that are not so pleasant. Life is like that
sometimes.
Maybe Mr. Lyon will learn something from this letter, if he doesn’t choose to forget it. He should realize:
journalism majors should at least be acquainted with the
First Amendment of the United States, hypocrisy is bad
and should be avoided in published written work, and
the day that we consider Nazi Germany an unpleasantness better left forgotten, is the day we have committed
"crimes against humanity."
Bryan D. Robbins
Freshman
Philosophy
KSJS staff member

The effort to get
tile former vice president
back into the loop.

Radio is open forum
Editor,
This is in response to Rob Lyon’s editorial attack on
KSJS for airing a topic he felt was not appropriate for a
campus radio station. I totally disagree with his viewpoint because he did not even listen to the subject,
which concerned white supremacy in America. He has
no knowledge of what a public radio station’s job is to
the public or to the campus at large.
The program that aired Wednesday was not an attack
on one group or minority; it was expressly the views of
one person, William Herrel. If Mr. Lyon had listened to
the program, he would have realized that Ms. Herrel
explained that he is not connected with any white
supremacist group, including the Ku Klux Klan or the
Arian race.
He stands alone on his views, but because KSJS is a
public station he has a right to express an idea or belief
over the public airwaves. Under the FCC rules, the station must give editorial time to any person seeking air
time. The rule also states that if a person disagrees with
the views aired they have an equal right to respond. One
such response is going to be aired Wednesday.
"About This and That" is an open forum program
that gives anyone a chance to talk or express an idea
over the public airwaves. No. I did not agree with Mr.
Hurd’s idea, but he has a right under the First
Amendmenthe has a right to his own beliefs. The station is also covered by the free speech amendment to
this country’s constitution. KSJS and other mass media
outlets have the same rights to have different ideas
expressed, whether it be the popular belief or not.
In order to pass judgment on a person, we as a society must be able to give every person a right to their
own ideas, without it interfering with those of others.
KSJS is an organization run by students who are interested in political and current ideologies to bring forth a
well-rounded and educated student, who themselves can
make up their own minds.
David M. Hallmark
Senior
Broadcasting
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Role plays used to promote AIDS education SJSU Housing begins
By Elena NI. Dun Ivan
Daily staff writer
Johnny and Jane are about to have
sex.
"None of my other boyfriends
used a condom," Jane says. "A real
man isn’t afraid."
"Don’t compare me to anyone
else." Johnny says. "A real man
cares about the woman he dates,
himself, and their relationship."
This dialogue, used in role-playing situations, is one method used to
educate people about AIDS and its
prevention, according to Dr. Alan
Ebbin, chairman of the AIDS Education Committee at the University of
Southern California.
Ebbin, who is also executive director of the Student Health and
Counseling Center at USC, spoke to
students and faculty about AIDS education at SJSU Thursday.
"The myth young people have
today is to live fast, die young, and
leave a good-looking corpse,"
Ebbin said. "They have taken the ’it
is for thee and not for me’ attitude."
Ebbin referred to a survey which
showed that two-thirds of heterosexuals still don’t use condoms during
sexual intercourse.
"We want to do more than just
hand out pamphlets to educate people about the risks of AIDS," Ebbin
said.
Ebbin’s committee at USC has
printed T-shirts with the school’s
"Trojan" mascot that read "Have
safe sex with a Trojan."

tion, Ebbin discusseu ways the USC
AIDS Education Committee deals
with students who have either AIDS
or the HIV virus.
"Our committee also helps those
with AIDS to take their classes and
not have to go back and forth between the hospital and school to get
their medical needs taken care of."
Ebbin said.
"We also work with those who
have the HIV virus, who usually
want individual counseling so they
don’t have to be identified," he said.
The methods of educating people
about AIDS and its prevention have
changed drastically in the last few
years.
"We used to show videos to people and talk," Ebbin said. "Now,
we have actual demonstrations with
a group of people to help them feel
comfortable with something that
may be foreign to them. such as
using a condom."
"It’s always great to be able to see
what other schools are doing as far
as AIDS education is concerned,"
said Dr. Stanley Wohl, director of
the SJSU Student Health Center.
"SJSU’s AIDS Education Committee is doing many of the same
David Pipkins - Daily staff photographer things as USC to help raise campus
awareness about AIDS and its preDr. Allan Ebbin illustrates what’s needed for safe sex
vention," Wohl added.
"We hope the more students hear
The committee also has plans to tion tips on the back.
(about AIDS), the more they will recreate door hangers reading "Do not
Besides talking about what meth- alize the dangers involved and it will
disturb: having safe sex," and also a ods universities can use to educate hammer home the point that everyparking permit with AIDS preven- students about AIDS and its preven- one is at risk with AIDS." he said.

Stormy weather helps Alaskan oil spill cleanup
VALDEZ. Alaska (AP) - Bad weather
turned into good news for the effort to clean up
the nation’s worst oil spill as a rough sea became a
churning caldron that helped break up part of the
Exxon Valdez slick.
Exxon. meanwhile, said it will reimburse the
government for the costs of military assistance ordered by President Bush but would write off the
charges from taxes.
"In the normal course of things, cost of doing
business is deducted from your income tax and
that is how it is expressed to customers," said

Don Cornett, the company’s top Alaska executive.
The spill has killed thousands of birds and animals, and gasoline prices in the United States
have surged in the wake of the disaster.
U.S. Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner warned oil companies against using the spill
as an excuse increase prices.
"If they’re doing it, they’re making a big mistake," he told reporters in Cincinnati. "I hope the
oil industry isn’t foolish enough - and I don’t
think they are, I haven’t seen any proof of it - to

think they can take advantage of the situation at
Valdez to raise prices unnecessarily."
The Coast Guard said Monday the oil had
stalled from its southwesterly move toward Kodiak Island. the nation’s richest fishing port last
year. It said the oil was breaking into tar balls.
which sink.
"The weather did get very rough out there."
said Hal Alabaster, spokesman for the National
Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration.
"Under certain conditions these weather factors
could be very beneficial."

water conservation
ahead of schedule
By Elizabeth James
Daily stall writer
While water conservation at
SJSU is not mandatory, as it is f.)r
the city of San Jose, concerned
students and the facilities department have already taken steps to
conserve water on campus.
"We haven’t been notified by
the city that we have to cut back
on water usage," said Helen Ott,
the marketing coordinator for
housing. "But the housing staff
decided it would be a good idea to
take the first step.
"Facilities has already installed water restrictors in all the
residence hall showers. This cuts
the out flow of water to two-and a-half gallons per minute rather
than the usual five gallons per
minute."
University housing services
suggest the following ways to
conserve water:
showers under five
Keep
minutes, or as short as possible.
Don’t let the water run while
brushing your teeth or shaving.
Only run laundry machines
when washing a full load.
Fill out a maintenance request for all leaky faucets and
showers.
Get involved with water con-

servation and encourage others to
do the same.
A poster campaign designed to
increase residents’ awareness of
the problem has been started the
housing department. Ott said.
New posters will be circulated
every few weeks.
"It’s up to the individual as to
whether or not they’re going to
conserve water.’ she said. "We
hope that they %k ill."
Maintenance has reduced the
irrigation of the landscape around
the halls.
"They’re just keeping things
alive," Ott said.
Students are also trying conserve water.
"I haven’t seen the notices up
in the hall," said Monica Attanasit), a freshman majoring in
graphic design and a resident of
Royce Hall. "I personally conserve water by taking short showers and things like that. My
friends are aware of the problem
too. They even mention it to other
people when they see them wasting water."
"I’m taking shorter showers,"
said Anthony Facchini, an undeclared
freshman
living
in
Moulder Hall. "The conservation
tips are easy to follow."

Wallets stolen from sorority
Two wallets with an estimated
value of $155 were stolen over the
weekend at the Chi Omega sorority.
There are no suspects in the case,
which is being investigated by the
University Police Department.
The burglary took place between
11:30 p.m. Saturday and I 1:30 a.m.
Sunday, according to UPD Lt. Shannon Maloney.

The wallets were taken from two
rooms on the second floor of the sorority on South Sixth Street; the
doors of the rooms are left unlocked
as a house policy, according to the
police report.
Maloney said that while sorority
members were home at the time of
the burglary, no one saw the thief or
any possible suspect.

Building Room 160.
8 p.m.. Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis
SJSU Theatre Arts Department: Hall Room 103. For more informaThe Fantasticks. 2 and 8 p.m., Stu- tion call 924-4551.
dio Theater-Hugh Gillis Hall Room
Math and Computer Science
103. For more information call 924- Department:
Speaker:
Number
4551.
Theory/Convex Sets, 4 p.m.. MacSJSU Theatre Arts Department: Quarrie Hall Room 324. For more
Spring musical: Yours, Anne. 2 and information call 924-5144.

Career Planning & Placement:
Careers in political science, 1:30
p.m.. S.U. Umunhum Room. For
more information call 924-6033.
Career Planning & Placement:
Resume preparation. 2 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For more information call 924-6033.

SpartaGuide
French Club: Presents "Le
Grand Chemin," 2:30 p.m., SweeMeteorology Department: Semi- ney Hall Room 410. For more infornar, 4 p.m., Duncan Hall Room mation call 253-6092.
615. For more information call 924Sociology 80 Class: Plastic pol5200.
lution table, 9:30 a.m., Clark LiKSJS: "About this and that," 6 brary. For more information cal1629p.m.. on KSJS. For more informa- 7485.
tion call 924-KSJS.
Association of Rock-n-Roll: Free
Career Planning & Placement concert with Bug, noon, S.U. Amand Recreation and Leisure Stud- phitheater. For more information
ies Department: Panel discussion, call 279-9397.
9:30 a.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
Chi Epsilon: Meeting-New offiFor more information call 924-3000. cers election, 11:30 a.m., EngiAsian Business League: Semi- neering Building Room 106. For
nar, 4 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
more information call 287-9561.
IRM Department: Speaker: Glen
Re -Entry Program: Brown bag
Hansen, 7:15 p.m., Art Building lunches series, noon, S.U. Pacheco
Room 133.
Room. For more information call
IRM Department: Speaker: John 924-5930.
Zachman. 3 p.m.. Business ClassFinancial Management Associaroom Room 312.
tion: Recruiter night, 5 p.m., UniIRM Department: Speaker: Dr. versity Club. For more information
Patrick Manley, 6 p.m., Art Build- call 270-1967.
ing Room 133.
Financial Management AssociaSJSU Theatre Arts Department: tion: Personal development-interview
skills, 5 p.m., S.U. Costanoan
The Fantasticks, X p.rn ., Studio Theater -Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103. For Room. For more information call
270-1967.
more information call 924-4551.
Recreation and Leisure Services
Ohana of Hawaii: Hula Show
cancelled, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Amphi- Department: Careers in recreation
workshop,
7:30 a.m.. Spartan Comtheater. For more information call
plex Room 209. For more informa274-2755.
tion call 365-7323.
Career Planning & Placement:
Campus Democrats: Meeting,
Co-op orientation, 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room. For more informa- noon. S.U. Montalvo Room. For
more information call 978-2866.
tion call 924-6033.
Ohana of Hawaii: Hula Dancing
Career Planning & Placement:
Careers in recreation, 9:30 a.m., Show, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Aquatic
S.U. Almaden Room. For more in- Center. For more information call
274-2755.
formation call 924-6033.
If( )DAY

AKBAYAN: Meeting. 2 p.m..
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information call 923-8870 or 2869354.
THURSDAY
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting, 2 p.m.. Music
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ActiveLearning
Summer
Employment

Serving the San Jose State University Community Since 1934
taiad Pta
raki

Public Hearings

April 25th
ActiveLearning is interviewing at
SJSU for students who would like to
be Resident Advisors in our residential summer camp from July 23rd
thru August 25th.
Job Opportunity; Direct recreational
activities, supervise students in dormitories, and act as friend and counselor in an exciting learning skills
program for high school and college
students.
Qualilisainni; Energetic, successful,
active, responsible, enthusiastic, and a
good role model.
Compensatim, 5200 per week phis
nmm and board.
Lixifign; The courses will be held
at. USC, UC Santa Barbara, UCSC, Occidental College, Santa Clara University, San Jose State University, CM,
California Maritime Academy, and

For A. S. Budget Fiscal Year 89-90
Wednesday April 12
and
Wednesday April 19
at 3:30 p.m.
A. S. Council Chamber

GET YOUR FREE
SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE
NOM
Visit Continuing Education
in DBI-I 1365 or Bldg. T
or get a copy at Administration Bldg.
Info Center, Student Union Info Center
or Admissions and Records Lobby.

USF.

CONTACT Leslie at
800-42.2-8336 for an
interview
appointment.

CLASSES START MAY 301
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Currents in Education
More students than ever
crowd into classes at SJSU.
Silicon Valley’s influence
has infused computer terminals in many classes. More
handicapped and minority
students come here seeking
an education.

Special Report
by Seniors in
Journalism

Keeping classes small makes it difficult for students to add
By Jeff Elder
It is the first day of classes. You
are three minutes late for Poli Sci
103. You open the door to find a sea
of people. Standing.
"I can’t add you all. the professor explains with a good -luck smile.
You could he faced with a tough
choice. Take a night class and quit
your job, or graduate in December.
This is SJSU’s version of the
classroom of the 1980s.
At Stanford University and the

University of California at Berkeley.
general education classes can reach
enrollments of 500 students. At the
University of California at Santa
Cruz, officials have recently considered limiting enrollment.
At SJSU. California State University codes prevent either measure.
SJSU cannot have 5(X)-student
general education classes, and as
long as students have the grades and
the S.A.T. scores, they have a legal
right to be admitted here.
So SJSU has many sections of

classes. Forty-eight sections of English 1B were scheduled this semester. Some, such as the one that meets
9 to 10:15 a.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, are more popular than
others, such as the one that meets 7
to 9:45 p.m. Wednesday.
And the popular sections are
harder to get into.
John Foote, director of institutional research, estimates that 5 percent
of SJSU’s undergraduate students,
or approximately I ,(XX) students,
add clasaies each semester.

There are no statistics on how
many students try to add a class. but
cannot because of insufficient space.
Foote concedes that happens frequently.
Some students say they will graduate later than they planned because
they have been unable to add classes
they need.
"I’ll graduate at least a semester
late," says Steve Nealon. a junior
majoring in molecular biology.
Some professors allowed him to
add their class this semester, but

At the same time, the
number of students who
drop out of college is also
increasing. Many cite financial reasons or say they
can’t find enough incentive
to graduate.
The school is struggling
to meet an increased demand for services. Administrators are trying to keep
classes small, and add services for students who need
them.
But new challenges surface and traditional approaches to education become outdated. Salaries
cannot match the high cost
of area housing, and faculty
recruitment is difficult.
Some teachers feel that
pressures to research and
publish take away from
their ability to teach effectively.
SJSU’s varied student
body continues to make new
demands for improvement.
And, in what appears to be a
never-ending process. SJSU
classrooms are changing.
Ilinstration by Rick Sanchez

Crash course
Students introduced to terminals in several non-computer classes
By Kathy White
Students accustomed to lectures and textbooks as the
only ways to learn a subject are finding a new medium in
the classroom: the computer.
Although most teachers still rely on traditional teaching methods, many are looking to computers to enhance
instruction.
Computers, many brought into the classroom
through such local companies as Apple. IBM and Hewlett-Packard. have changed both teaching techniques and
the way students learn about subjects.
SJSU currently has 1.056 terminals on campus for
student use either through departments or general computer labs and classrooms.
"In the last five years. I’d say the number of computers on campus have doubled and I’d say that number will
double again as the need increases." said Carlos Quite?.
assistant for instructional computer support. "The use of
the computer on campus is really spreading out and I
think it will eventually touch every corner of campus.’’

Leon Donis,, dean of undergraduate studies. said
SJSU is not as far along as others might think.
"Right now it’s mostly up to the individual schools
and departments w hat is taught with computers. Ultimately. how C \
It ’s up to the faculty." Dorosz said.
For students. the transition from lecture to computer
can be difficult.
"I walked into one of my general education English
classes and there were computers I turned around and
walked out to drop." said Angela Bach. an undeclared
sophomore. "I can’t stand those machines and I don’t
want to have to deal with them. They make me nervous.
The school:, of business and engineering are teaching
almost exclusively on computers now, while the aviation
and division of technology departments are expanding
their computer use in the classroom.
"We’re still getting complaints from students that
there isn’t enough experience on computers." Domsz
said. "But cost is a problem. On, e you get the compute.- t’ ()UNTERS. page 6

Services for disabled turn ’high tech’
By Mike Lewis
KRM has been reading tesih,,,ks
and novcIs to the blind and mho disabled ’indents for more than a car.
but has never asked for a thank y ou,
received a paycheck or com,plained
about the hours.
The Kuria Reading Machine is
one of the technological advances of
the Clark Library’s High Tech Center for the disabled. With this machine, blind and visually impaired

students can gain more independence in their quest for higher education.
But the reading machine is not
alone. The computer and technology
revolution, the leading economic
force in the Silicon Valley, has been
a force in education as well. Some of
the most dramatic advances have
been in the area for the disabled
These advance,. are the li,I1Ceril of
the staff members whit run the Clark
Library’ High Tech Center. In this

uq uran

al ysa p,n wag em

Rands I amt.’, a freshman majoring in adsertising, uses the large -type
software on the word processor in (lark library ’s High I ech (inter.

small, cramped room in the hack of
the library, disabled students incorporate the high-tech revolution into
their every day education.
Jim Jhao (pronounced "how") is
the center’s sell -titled "jack of all
trades." In addition to regular maintenance on the computers. Jhao
trains students to use them and does
some of the programming of the
software.
’All of the equipment is pretty
well used. But we are always trying
to get more students aware of the fa (Alines,’ Jhao said.
One of the newer technologies the
staff is trying to incorporate is the
Voice Activated Keyboard. This
"keyboard" is actually a microphone that allows users to speak and
have their words appear on screen
without typing.
The technology hasn’t been perfected yet. however. The user must
maintain a slow, methodical voice,
so the computer can "understand."
In addition, problems like colds or
fatigue that cause the user’s voice
pitch to change, can confuse the
computer and make word processing
difficult, Jhao said.
Not all advances are as complex
as the reading machine and the keyboard, hut are common software that
can be used in personal computers.
Filtch" and "Mindreader." two
of the most commonly used programs in the center, are much like
standard word processing programs,
but with a unique twist.
When a student types a key, the
computer has a built-in delay before
the character is committed to memory. This helps students with motor
function problems make a second
choice if the first key struck was
wrong.
"These programs are pretty standard except with some additions to
make them easier to use for the du See DISABLED. page IS

only after three or four class meetings, Nealon says.
"It sucks. You just have to sit
there and wait. By the time you
know you can add, you’re a week
behind. You feel isolated from the
rest of the class.’’
Nealon is not alone in his frustration. Many SJSU students have tried
to add a class only to be denied because of limited space.
"I walked into a class I really
needed and told the professor I was a
senior. He just said sorry," said Jessica Wolpman. who is majoring in
behavioral psychology.
"Another thing that’s a bummer is
when classes are so full that you
can’t get a seat and have to sit on the
floor."
Administrators defend the policy
of keeping classes as small as possible, saying the policy is an important
part of the CSU system.
"The system was built with the
philosophy of keeping classes
small," Foote says. "Our professors
have a lot more contact with students
than do University of California professors."
Ted %internam, assistant dean of
education, agrees.
"Teaching has always been a primary focus," he said. "Most of our
instructors use a personal teaching
style."
Classes with less than 50 students,
or slightly more if students are organized into teams, allow faculty to
use labs, discussions and in-class
projects. They say these techniques
engage students more than lectures.
"Students that might feel alone
get a support network from their
other team members." Montemam
says.
The School of Engineering, one of
SJSU’s most popular schools, limits
class size to allow students to participate in labs.
"We believe it is very important
to stress hands-on experience. Nothing beats it," said Dean Jay Pinson.
Such labs might include surveying
land or placing a load on a concrete
beam until it breaks.
These activities interest students
more than just sitting in a classroom.
See CROWDED, page 6

Instructors feel pressure to research, publish
despite state university emphasis on teaching
By Lisa ostroski
The state dictates that teaching
come first in the California State
University system, research second.
But this doesn’t mean the SJSU faculty is insulated front the pressures
to research and publish.
Some faculty members think the
demands are necessary and ensure
up-to-date instruction for SJSU students. Others complain that too
much is expected and their teaching
suffers.
"There was always some expectation that you publish and do research, but it has become more rigorous." said Sally Harvey, director
of Employment Assistance Services.
At EAS. faculty and staff can receive counseling for personal or job related problems. Harvey said she
sees about I() percent of the faculty
per year.
"The most common job-related
stresser is what they see as the idea
of conflicting messages from the
university." she said.
On the one hand, teaching is emphasized as the most important element. But for promotion and tenure. faculty members need to
publish, present and he active on
university committees.
"They feel they don’t have time
to do either well, ’ Harvey said.
Recently hired faculty members
most often feel this way. "The first
five years when (they) are trying for
tenure is probably when the greatest
pressure occurs. Once tenured they

Enrollment

Frum page 1

which people will look into other
areas that provide ample opportunities to make a living, while making a
contribution to society," Dieppa
said.
He says this trend is evident in the
20-percent increase in enrollment
per year over the last three years in
the school.
However, Robert Wilson, a sociology professor who has taught at
SJSU since 196), said students are
more career-oriented now than during the days of protesting U.S. involvement in South East Asia.
Wilson said education should go
beyond teaching job skills.
"The goal of education is the ability to talk over ideas," Wilson said.
SJSU Counselor Mary Moore agrees that an attitude of social consciousness is less obvious now than
in the ’60s.
"Most people say what should I
major in. instead of who am I. and
what do I want to major in?" Moore
said.
For help in deciding upon a major.
Moore recommends using the self exploration services available at
SJSU’s career center.

inay still have pressures for promotion,- she said.
The worries exist even though
most professors earn tenure, said
Selma Burkom, associate dean for
faculty affairs.
’A tiny amount doesn’t make it.
And, most of our faculty get promoted.’’ she said.
Faculty also often say they feel no

Full-time faculty have a I5-unit
assignment that usually includes a
12 -unit class load and three units
worth of student advising and staff
duties.
Scott Rice, professor of English
and local president of the California
Faculty Association, said the CSU is
one of the last systems with a I2 -unit
teaching load; this amounts to 12
lectures a week. For each hour of
teaching, an average of three hours
of preparation time is needed, said
Veril Phillips. chair of the math and
computer science department.
Staff duties entail committee
work. covering subjects such as curriculum, faculty recruitment, policy
and committees to make committee
assignments.
Phillips said committees are timeconsuming but important. Reducing
faculty workloads to nine teaching
units would help ease the time presSally Harvey sures, he said.
Regarding complaints of pubdirector of Employment
lishing. Phillips said that not nearly
Assistance Services as much scholarly work is expected
at Sacramento State. "There is no
support from the university. Harvey question it’s a value. But it may be
said.
unreasonable to expect faculty to do
John I,ehane. professor of busi- so much," he said.
ness, agrees that a major problem for
Jeff Tootell, professor of sociofaculty is "an uncaring administra- logy, believes the university’s publition that is more interested in saying cation demands are important. "Evinegatise
things
than
positive dence of publication really is
things.necessary to get people to do (reBurkom said it is the Faculty Sen- search)." he said.
ate, not the administration, that sets
"The thing that research and
the guidelines regarding scholarly scholarly work does for you is keep
work and professional development.
See RESEARCH, page 6

’There was always
some expectation
that you publish
and do research,
but it has become
more rigorous.’

Self-exploration helps to match an
individual’s interests and values with
a career choice, she said.
"Allow yourself time to do the
,earch before you dive in. Students
often think they need to get into
business to make a living," Moore
said.
Cheryl Allmen. interim director of
the center, said many students are
drawn to SJSU because it has a reputation of preparing students for good
paying jobs.
According to the center’s statistics, the average starting salaries of
1987-1988 SJSU graduates with
bachelor’s degrees are: Advertising,
$21,252:
Chemistry.
$23,292:
Math.
$25,381. and
Nursing,
$29,026
Graduates with master’s degrees
in business have average beginning
salaries of $32,391, and those with
master’s degrees in electrical engineering. $34,615.
The media in the area give the
campus publicity, and the local population can see the value in attending
SJSU. Allmen said.
She said now that the School of
Engineering is no longer impacted. it
is drawing more students to campus.
Students give a variety of reasons
for coming to campus.

Terry Austin, a graduate student
working toward an MBA, said career enhancement brought him to
SJSU.
"I’m willing to het the search for
knowledge is secondary to business
grad students. It isn’t as artful (creative) as other areas of discipline,"
Austin said.
Another business graduate student, Kathleen McMullen. said eight
years in the computer industry led to
a desire to get into management.
"Business is a game and it can be
very interesting to study
to learn
about the game. It’s not the same
thing as studying philosophy.
"About half my cohorts are interested in increasing their paychecks,
the other half are looking to better
understand the business world,"
McMullen said.
Chatuale Hansen, a senior majoring in philosophy, says she wanted
to learn more about herself as a way
to prepare herself intellectually for
the future.
She said getting a diploma only to
get a job is a mistake.
"It is like walking through part of
your life with your eyes closed.
Once you get your job, then do you
finally start living?" Hansen asked.
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Satellite campus looms
on tri-county horizon
Salinas center awaits governor’s OK for funding

SI

By Vic Vogler
Cindy Henry spends more time in her car each week than some students
spend at their part-time jobs.
It’s a common commuter’s tale: four driving days and all the parking you
can’t find. But for Henry, a 37-year-old senior studying public relations, the
drive to SJSU starts in Salinas at 5:30 a.m.
a roundtnp of 140 miles.
The student endures two to three hours of driving each day because she
lives in a place where higher education won’t go. Without SJSU, her choices
are limited to the University of California at Santa Cruz, which costs more
and doesn’t offer her major, and California Polytechnic University at San
Luis Obispo. which is even farther away than SJSU.
Relief, however, could soon be on the way for students such as Henry
who live in Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz counties and the southern
tip of Santa Clara County. If $682,000 in state funding comes through in
July, SJSU will offer upper-division and graduate courses through a satellite
campus in Salinas as early as September.
In an area more than four times the size of Santa Clara County, a
combined population of about 600,000 has no university of its own. The
counties, which stretch about 120 miles from the summit on Highway 17 to
the point where Highway 101 crosses into San Luis Obispo County, are part
of SJSU’s service area.
The proposed facility would complement the general education courses
offered through the area’s four community colleges. It would continue to
provide classes in liberal arts and social sciences and master’s programs in
areas such as education and social work.
Since 1975, SJSU has offered the courses at various locations in the In county area. New programs, including computer science and business, are
planned for 1990.
With construction now underway with funding from the Monterey
County Office of Education, the facility would feature 10 to 12 full-time
teachers, a library, computer room and televised two-way communication
between students and instructors in San Jose.
But for the SJSU and tri-county officials who have pushed for the
satellite for four years. the "if" in state funding is a big one.
In his January budget. Gov. George Deukmejian excluded the funds
necessary to operate the center. Proposition 98, which guarantees a

David Pipkins Daily

This is what many SJSU students see every

minimum level of funding for public schools and community colleges,
commands funds at a time when the state has an already tight budget.
Five state congressmen, led by Assemblyman Rusty Areias, D-Los
Banos, will try to include the money in the legislature’s version of the budget
by July. But even if they succeed. Deukmejian can use his line -item veto to
exclude the funds as he did in January and in 1988.
At issue is how much income the state will generate this year. says Ralph
Bohn, dean of continuing education. An income projection will he ready by
May. If it’s low, the chance of receiving funds "is almost zero."
"We’re not holding our breath." says Lou Eastman. associate academic

Faculty wanted

Campus may face instructor shortage
By Julie Rogers

5

Attracting faculty to SJSU is not
an easy task.
At least that’s what administrators
have found. And if the pattern continues, there could be plenty of eager
students, but not enough instructors
to teach them.
With 400 instructors expected to
retire in the next five years, the situation could become critical.
One reason administrators have a
difficult time recruiting faculty is the
high cost of living in the Bay area,
said Lela Noble, associate academic
vice president.
The Bay area ranks second, after
Orange County, as having the highest median housing costs in California. according to the National Asso-

ciation of Realtors. An average
home in San Jose costs around
$235,000, according to the San Jose
Real Estate Board.
"A lot of new instructors go into
shock when they learn how much it
costs to live here," said Scott Rice,
English professor and local president
of the California Faculty Association.
While housing costs in the Bay
Area are increasing at a rapid rate,
teachers’ salaries are not. Rice said.
An average SJSU instructor starts
at $30,000 a year as an assistant professor. The assistant professor has
full academic responsibilities and
usually does not assist another professor as the title implies.
After a few years, an instructor is

morning as they commute

usually promoted to the associate
level, where the salary can start at
$34,000 and increase about 5 percent every year.
The final promotion for a teacher
would he the position of full professor, which usually starts at $43,000
and has a final cap at $52,000.
It generally takes an instructor 10
to 12 years to climb the ladder to the
full professor level, Rice said.
Salaries for professors in engineering. business and computer science are approximately 8 percent
higher, but instructors in these fields
are still scarce, said Marshal Burak,
dean of the School of Business.
These departments have already
begun to feel the squeeze.
See FACULTY, page 6

For freshmen and transfer students. the initiative to complete a
four-year college degree is on the decline.
In a nine-year tracking study at
SJSU of all freshmen who enrolled
in the fall of 1978, just 45 percent received a degree by spring of 1986.
From the studies we’ve conducted, we’ve concluded that one of
every two first-time freshmen obtains a degree," said Leon fonts,,

’I didn’t know
what I wanted to
do.’

Engineering program, industry join forces
By Tom Ulrich
One of the largest joint ventures
between education and industry in
California history occurred at SJSU
four years ago.
The School of Engineering rebuilt
its aging classrooms and laboratories
with $26 million in state funds and
$16 million in corporate and individual contributions.
The partnership is seen by one
SJSU educator as a means to
strengthen America’s position in the
industrial marketplace.
While Jay Pinson, dean of the
School of Engineering, concedes
that the U.S. has lost some important
trade battles, he is confident that
American education and industry
can even the score.
In order to win back marketshare
from abroad. Pinson wants the
School of Engineering to work with
high-technology companies and re-

duce the time it takes to market such
ideas as high-definition television
and superconductivity.
The new Engineering Building,
which opened last September,
houses eight departments and two
engineering centers. Graduate and
undergraduate students in the School
of Engineering can study aerospace,
chemical, civil, electrical. industrial, materials, and computer engineering.
Students can also work alongside
faculty members at the Center for
Electronic Materials and Devices
and the Center for Productivity and
Manufacturing. Industry has contributed money, equipment, instructors
and ideas to each of these departments and centers.
"(It) is a lecture-lab facility.
We’ve geared the lecture halls to
teach analytical skills and the labs to
encourage students to design for
manufacturing." Pinson said.

The school has hundreds of industry -donated workstations where students put ideas to screen and paper,
and laboratories where they can refine their designs and build them into
actual products.
To date, 28 of the 1(X) labs located
in the building have corporate sponsors.
"Both industry and the university
win under this arrangement." says
James Freeman, chairman of the
electrical engineering department.
"The university gets equipment
and practicing engineers from industry. Industry gets a source of qualified engineers from the university."
Under guidelines set up by the
School of Engineering, a sponsor of
a lab must provide a lead -person
from industry. And, students are required to complete a senior or graduate design project that solves a real’
life problem.
See ENGINEERING. page 11

vice president at SJSU. "It’s a little embarrassing that we don’t have any
money to rent (the facility). The thing was built with us in mind."
Monterey County is looking for renters. Bohn says. If it finds one before
July, SJSU will have to search for another campus site.
Wherever the satellite is located, tri-county students would pay the same
fees as their San Jose counterparts, but receive less services at first. They
would, for example, have no direct access to the Rec Center. the Health
Center and the Associated Students.
Services such as admissions and financial aid offices would appear as the
See COMM!. !MRS, page 8

Lack of incentive, finances
increase drop-out rates
By Stan Carlberg

Jon Fortado
Former student

dean of undergraduate studies.
There are several possible reasons
why 50 percent of these students
drop out. For some, failure to choose
a major or career path can he a major
setback.
"I didn’t know what I wanted to
do." former student Jon Fortado
said. "I figured, why am 1 spending
SO much money on school when it
seemed to be getting me nowhere."
Others tend to put college aside if
they can find the right type of job.
"11 I could find a good paying job
that I enjoyed. I wouldn’t hesitate to
quit school," said Mike Hansen, an
undeclared freshman at SJSU.
Finances can also be a big burden
on students who are putting themselves through college.
On all California State University
campuses, there was a 6 percent in-

staft photographer

to class from surrounding communities

crease in tuition for most students
from 1987-1988. Full-time students
in public schools went front paying
$1,651 in 1987, to $1,750 in 1988.
For students attending private
schools, tuition rose from an average
of $8,118 to $8,770 in one year.
Those numbers do not include
extra expenses such as food, leisure
spending and parking rates, which
have doubled at most California
campuses during the past year.
The same types of problems also
apply to transfer and graduate students.
According to Vivian Franco, an
assistant in the vice chancellor’s office, the number of full-time transfer
students in the California school system has dipped from 30.483 in 1980.
to 28.257 in 1988.
One possible reason for the decline is that a number of community
colleges and state universities are encouraging the part-time students to
come back and take refresher
courses or job -related classes. SJSU
offers lower fees for students who
take fewer units.
"We have always encouraged the
part-time student here." said Jack
Foote. director of institutional research.
Financial hardships prevented
Sheila Schmidt. a graduate from
Modesto Junior College. from
continuing to a four-year school.
"I decided that was as far as I was
going to go," she said. "I was facing some serious financial problems.
and at the time, it seemed like the
smart thing to do."
SJSU’s Institutional Research
Center recently compared five-year
graduation rates of first-time freshmen at Bay area campuses. SJSU
ranks fifth with 23 percent. Stanford
University topped the list with 87
percent. Santa Clara University was
second, followed by the University
See DROPOUT. page 8

Recruitment, retention
at San Jose State
The following programs deal
with attracting students to SJSU
and keeping them in school once
they enroll.
Relations with Schools and
Colleges.
SJSU’s oldest, traditional recruitment program.
Pre -admission counseling.
Tours of the campus.
Printed materials with information about SJSU.
Student Affirmative Action
immediate Outreach for high
schools and community college
students
Workshops about admissions
process, how to fill out applications, and obtain financial aid.
On -campus events, such as
Black Recruitment Day.
Follow-up with students; tracking applications from filing
until the student enrolls.
Intermediate Outreach for
grades 7 through 10.
Introduction to California’s
system of higher education.
about
study
Workshops
skills and college preparatory
classes.
Opportunity
Educational
Program and Services.
Retention services for low-income and historically disadvantaged students.
Academic counseling with
minority counselors.
Tutoring and intensive learning programs for students who
don’t meet admission requirements, but have potential to succeed.
Faculty -Student Mentor Program.
Counseling geared toward minorities and students who are at
risk of not succeeding at SJSU.
Help for students in setting
academic goals.
Support and feedback on student progress.

University striving to make student population more ethnically diverse
By Katarina Jonholt
Ethnic minorities now make up
the majority of the City of San Jose,
hut SJSU’s student population is still
predominantly white.
Achieving a more racially diverse
campus is "very much a mission for
this campus," said Arlene OkerIon& academic vice president. "If
we don’t meet the needs of the students in our service area, we are not
doing our job."
SJSU Outreach Services focuses
on attracting underrepresented students who meet the university’s entrance requirements. Special emphasis is placed on recruiting blacks.
Hispanics and Native Americans.
Recruiters target junior high
schools, high schools and community colleges in areas with high concentrations of minorities to inform
the students about higher education.
The workshops are open to all students, not just minorities.
Students can get advice and help
with applying to any California State
University, University of California
or private institution.
"Ultimately, it’s what’s best for
the student," said Juvencia Romo,
outreach coordinator for Student Affirmative Action. "But we do show
off what SJSU has to offer,’’
While statistics show glaring dis-

crepancies between the ethnic makeups of SJSU and its surroundings.
the gap has narrowed somewhat in
recent years. Minorities now make
up 36 percent of the student population, compared to 32 percent in
1984.
The real change has not been in
numbers. but "in the attitude of faculty, staff and other students," said
Leon Domsz, dean of undergraduate
studies.
This change can be traced in pan
to the 1983, CSU-wide Educational
Equity Study, conducted to evaluate
ethnic relations and outreach efforts
on the 19 campuses.
The study concluded that the responsibility for recruiting underrepresented students must be spread
throughout the universities.
Prior to the study, affirmative ac tam and retention programs were
isolated from the academic schools.
Now, schools and departments are
usually willing to hold their own recruitment days, Dorosz said.
"When faced with information,
you become aware of how past practices have been discriminatory," he
said.
Romo welcomes the increased interest in equity issues.
The campus used to look to the
Educational Opportunity Program

Ethnic groups in San Jose
City population compared with SJSU
San Jose
SJSU
1988
Fall, 1988
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and Student Affirmative Action
"and say ’what are they doing
wrong? Why isn’t it changing?’ "
Despite the changes. Romo is not
yet ready to celebrate.
"I don’t want to lose the urgency
simply because we’re making
gains," she said.
Recruiters from her office cover
84 schools in a four-county area. Minority students from SJSU participate in the presentations and talk

about their own experiences.
One of them. Benjamin Tortes, a
junior majoring in psychology, has
found that minority students often
don’t think they belting in college.
"High school counselors direct
them into woodshop and cosmetology classes. They are not put in college -prep English and math," he
said.
Another problem, Romo said, is
that minority families often don’t

emphasize higher education. They
frequently live in low-income areas.
where the schools are crowded and
have few resources, which doesn’t
encourage students to stay in school.
Young people also think they
can’t afford college and need to start
working as soon as possible.
Therefore, it’s important to reach
%indents early and let them know financial aid is available, Rom(’ said.
Once minority students enroll, retention becomes the problem.
More minority instructors are
needed to serve as role models, said
Celeste Kitagawa, interim director
of affirmative action.
Kitagawa is in charge of efforts to
diversify the faculty. She can find
qualified applicants. hut "hiring is
done by the departments so the commitment has to he there."
Some fear affirmative action and
recruitment efforts may be responsible for incidents of racism on college
campuses.
According to the California Advisory Committee of the United States
Civil Rights Commission, there have
been incidents of bigotry and race related violence at more than 160
colleges over the past two years.
One in five minority students are
subjected to physical or verbal abuse
while in college.

"There are very clear incidents of
racism and they’re growing." said
John Wettergreen. SJSU political
science professor and a member of
the committee.
Wettergreen opposes affirmative
action and selective recruitment because the practices "prefer people
and
on the basis of race. sex .
other arbitrary factors.
The advisory committee plans to
conduct a study to determine the
causes of racism on CS!., t iniversits
of California and community college
campuses.
Affirmative action is on the committee’s list of possible causes.
along with a wave of immigrants
(mainly Asian) entering college, and
a rise in "hate -group aim% it ’
Deborah Hesse. the committee’s
chair, said she is not opposed to affirmative action programs that deal
with finding and recruiting underrepresented students who are academically qualified.
Still, she thinks these efforts may
incite resentment because of peoples’ misconceptions of what the
programs do.
Some people incorrectly assume
that inmorities are given special
privileges. Hesse said.
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Currents in Education

Disabled

"I think this campus offers maybe
the best services in the Bay area and
we are on par with any university in
the nation," Shulter said.
From page 4
"From the condensed flat layout
dents." Jhao said.
of the campus to the local mass tranDisabled Students at SJSU have sit and the new light rail and the faan edge in accessibilty they didn’t cilities we can offer students, SJSU
have before the computer age. This is as good if not better than many
edge, however, is not available at other schools," he added.
The numbers of disabled students
most unversities in California.
The reading machine is one of seem to back up his claim.
Nationally, a campus of 28.000
three in California. Only a few campuses in the state have facilities like students will average about 150 disabled students. At SJSU, 537 of the
the High Tech Center.
Director of Disabled Student 28,270 students are disabled.
Services, Marty Schulter, is proud of
Ironically, what SJSU has gained
what SJSU can offer disabled stu- in high-tech it seems to lack in
dents.
"low -tech" items. Of the 20 most

commonly used buildings on campus, only three have electric doors.
The Administration Building, which
houses the Disabled Student Services, isn’t one of them.
Only one of the seven most trafficked stoplights, on the corner of
Seventh and San Carlos, has the audible crossing indicator for the blind.
At $10,000 per electric door, and
with a state university system
strapped for money, funding for the
doors isn’t easy to come by.
"The problem is that a lot of
schools are vying for one pot of
money and many of these schools
have just as legitimate claims to the
money as ours." Schulter said.

Faculty: Recruitment difficult in Silicon Valley
From page 5
"It’s difficult to attract people fin
Business) to teach because they can
go out in the job market and make so
much more money," Burak said.
To help instructors buy houses
they can afford, business administrators are offering a program that enables their new faculty members to
get a second mortgage of up to S50.000 at 5 -percent interest, with payments being interest only. The principal is due in five years.
The interest rate an instructor
would pay is less than half of the

SJSU is
underrepresented
with the number of
minority
instructors.
current mortgage rate.
Another reason SJSU is a hard sell
to new faculty is the workload.
A full-time instructor at SJSU teaches four classes per semester, while
many other schools only require instructors to teach two or three.
Currently, SJSU administrators
are looking at ways to lessen a teachers’ workload. Noble said.
One of the ideas being considered
Is to increase the number of students
in a class. This would decrease the
number of classes an instructor
would teach.
Instructors at Stanford University
and the University of California at
Berkeley usually teach two or three
classes, Noble said. But the number

Research
From page 4
you in the position to teach
what’s important in your field. If
you don’t do that work, you
aren’t anywhere near what’s relevant to the world today."
To stay up-to-date, Lehane
said he needs to attend symposiums even though very little
money is available for travel.
"The only way I can stay current
is at my own expense (and reading) books. (The university)
wants you to do research but there
are no funds available. A lot of us
are writing, maybe what we
wouldn’t consider good research,
to get recognition,’ Lehane said.
Burkom acknowledged that
faculty are asked to get their research funded. "Some people can
say that’s not fair. It takes a lot of
time to (get) funds outside.’ ’
Because teaching is the CSU
system’s highest priority, money
is not allocated for research like it
is for schools within the University of California system.
Some professors see an increased emphasis on research at
SJSU. Lehane said this trend involves moving away from teaching.
Burkom admits SJSU is promoting research to get more
money, and that many new faculty members have research backgrounds or an interest in research.
But, she stressed that teaching
will remain the primary focus.
"1 think (the emphasis on research) is unavoidable but it’s not
a hind. We’ve got to juggle and
prioritize."
Burkom said the state would
not allow CSU to put research in
the forefront because it would be
too expensive.

of students in a class is higher.
While attracting faculty to SJSU is
difficult enough, minority instructors are even harder to find.
Administrators believe it’s impor- Kelly Dance and
Donna Leis is, juniors majoring in many students in
tant for minority students to have
creative arts and education, respectively, are two of filled to capacity.
role models, while at the same time
creating a diverse school system.
"People with different ethnicity
add to the whole learning experience," Noble said.
But universities are finding it hard From page 4
to compete with corporations and
"It’s easy to sleep through a lecbusinesses across the country which ture. But if you have to do someare also in search of minority em- thing, it’s hard to sleep through a
ployees.
lab," he said.
"We’re outbidded before they
Gil Guerin. professor of educaeven come out onto the market," tion, was given a grant to study persaid John Baird, a marketing instruc- sonal teaching techniques. Methods
Jay
Pinson,
tor.
that would he impossible to employ
dean, engineering
One thing administrators agree on in a class of more than 50 people.
is that SJSU is underrepresented
"One technique is to ask students
with the number of minority instruc- to prepare questions and ask them to
tors on campus compared to San each other. That way you get every"I have a daughter at a UC
Jose’s diverse population.
one involved, rather than just a (school) and she says a lot of her
facWith 900 regular and tenured
professors just pace in front of their
handful of students." Guerin says.
ulty members. SJSU has: 50 Asian
Keeping a diary that is reviewed large lecture classes. They don’t
instructors. 27 Mexican -American, in class, discussing key points after a even look at the students. I told her
19 Afro-American, eight other or lecture and involving students in some of the things we’re doing and
non-white, four Hispanics, and four projects are other techniques Guerin she said, ’My God, why aren’t we
doing that?’"
Filipinos.
has studied.

Crowded: Students turned away from classes
’It’s easy to sleep
through a lecture.’

From page 4
ers. you have to get software, upgrade when it’s necessary, maintain
them and find the space and proper
atmosphere for them.
The faculty have the option to use
computers, but they are not required
to. according to Lela Noble, associate academic vice presidenV director of faculty affairs.
"We’re trying to hire faculty who
have computer experience, particularly in areas where computers can
be used as a teaching medium,"
Noble said. She was referring specifically to the English, art, industrial
technology, business, and engineering departments and schools.
"It’s definitely the direction we’re
trying to take. It’s happening rapidly
but evenly throughout the campus.
SJSU is in a transition period.
"The students ss ho are coming up
through the program now and entering college are expecting computers
because they’re using them regularly
in high school and even before,"
Quilez said.
Barbara Norrander. a political science professor, teaches a course on
public opinion with the help of computers.

Now has the capability to
enlarqe 8 1/2 x 1’s to
poster size.
Great for : Presentations,
Signs, Banners, etc...
ASK FOR DETAlLS!

‘We’re trying to hire faculty who have
computer experience...’
Lela Noble,
associate academic vice president director of faculty affairs

needed.
Dorosz hopes to see more computers in classrooms but doesn’t want to
see technology completely replace
professor-student interaction.
’I think some things can be better
taught through computers than
through books.’’ Dorosz said. "I’d
like to see computers maybe replace
textbooks. Nothing can replace
human interaction so I don’t see
computers ever replacing lecture."
There are no plans for a university
policy reuuiring computer compe-

"The course is about survey research and it really requires computers to deal with the data," Norrander
said. "Some students don’t have any
experience on computers so I start
from scratch, but a lot of things that
we do on the computers they
wouldn’t learn otherwise. I think
computers are necessary and I think
students need to be competent on
them."
The campus has 562 PC’s and 216
Apple Macintosh computers. But
Quilez believes more are still
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strapless, sophisticated or lots of glitter we have your
style. And don’t forget our tuxedos. We have the but
styles for every budget, including Christian Dior, Pierre
Cardin and Bill Mass. Personal service, (awe selection,
custom fittings arid the right price.

TUXed0 &

$10
Proceeds go to the
music scholarship fund

Persons to organize and instruct water and beach sports,
direct games, arts & crafts, and to perform in matinees,

We have beautiful gowns and the largest selection of
tuxedos for your spring formaL If you want frills, illusion,

8:15 PM

Bridal Fashions

DISCOUNT
with this ad

on a gown or tuxedo

We have openings for . . .

RECREATION
COORDINATORS
& ENTERTAINERS

if
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SJSU Concert Hall

Can you pray volleyball? ’Tennis? Windsurf? Dance ? Sing ?
Play a guitar or other musical instrument ? g)(pt afraid to
work hard? Are you interested in an opportunity to !earn

is a beach resort in Micronesia that caters to guests who
want to be entertained and play water sports and tennis.

Dan Sabanovich, director

Don’t miss this exciting evening of "Salsa"
and Jazz It should be one of the best
concerts of the year,

WANT A
FUN JOB
ON A
TROPICAL ISLAND?

can do one or more of these activities, we might have the

-4

SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble
In its debut concert.

Latin Percussionist

40r71A

job for you.

the copy center

Pete Escovedo

Nearby Silicon Valley computer
companies have donated large numbers of terminals to the school. But,
according to Quilez, still more are
needed and SJSU will probably
never completely catch up to current
computer knowledge or software.
"It’s a losing game because you
can never be right on top of what’s
happening in the computer world.
We’re a public institute so it’s difficult for us to buy the latest software

and computers," Quilez said. "For
us, it’s a game of politics since the
budget every year comes from the
governor and that’s really what dictates what we’ll be able to buy in the
coming year."
1 think students will always be
two steps ahead of faculty and the
school as far as computers go." Dorosz said. "We get more positive
feedback about putting computers in
classrooms than we do negative."
"I’m ready for my career. I think,
with the computer experience I’ve
gotten from San Jose State," said
Thi Nguyen, a senior majoring in engineering."Without it, I couldn’t
even really compete for a job. I think
San Jose State is really doing all it
can."
Whether SJSU’s students and faculty are ready, computers are coming to the classroom.
"It’s a big change," said English
student Bob Carp. "I think we’re
headed in the right direction,
though, and I think it’ll help both the
faculty and students in their jobs."

!Japanese? Or are you just a great personality who can
entertain others into having the time of their lives? If you

,

k

tence, but more departments than
ever require that students have some
computer knowledge, according to
Dorosz.
Some political science students
feel computers are being used too
much in their classes.
"I think that maybe it cuts down
on personal time with the teacher,"
said John Bair, a political science
student. I’m not really impressed
with the idea of learning things on a
computer. It seems to me that it’s
OK for business or engineering majors, but not really for other ma -
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A personal approach to teaching is
one of SJSU’s greatest assets. But is
it worthwhile if it forces students to
go to school for one or two more semesters in pursuit of their degrees?
When the California State University at San Diego reached an enrollment of 44,000, administrators said
it was impossible for students to
graduate in five years. Now the
CSU’s 20th campus is being created
at San Marcos.
A satellite campus on the central
coast is being discussed. But that
would only relieve overcrowding for
students from that area.
In the meantime, the conflict be tween limited space in classes and
SJSU’s intimate approach to teach ing will continue.

Computers: Students, faculty adapt to changes in classroom teaching

NZira
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Alyssa Jensen Dady staff photographer
a general education class that is

Town 8 Country Village
Sunnyvale
735-7660

dinner shows and pool-side skits. Applicants should be
high energy, extroverted outdoor types with recreation,
sports or theatrical experience. _Japanese language not essential but preferred 144ffingness to work hard and learn
Japanese is necessary. We provide housing, meals and other
fringe benefits including round-trip airfares.
For more Information, attend our information session,
Wednesday, April 12, 2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. In the
Pacheco Room of the Student Union or contact Career
Planning and Placement, BC 13, 924-6033. We will be
conducting interviews on Thursday, April 13,12:30p.m.5:30 p.m. Sign up In Career Planning and Placement,
Business Classroom 13.
’Pacific istandr
u an Equal Opportunay Employer and
all 7./.5 Caws apply Proof of elypinlity to wont en the IIS
u required
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Education

Stressed

From page I
"The state government has to pay
attention to the changing demogra-

’The state has to
pay attention to the
changing
demographics.’
C.J. Crock,
UC-Santa Cruz student

phics ot the state and also the fact
that a lot of students are re-entry students." he said.
"I think it was unfortunate that it
was necessary," said Bernard Ussery a first -year law student at the
University of California at Berkeley.
"If it doesn’t have an impact,
we’ll have to use more militant
methods," he said.
The event was organized by three
statewide student organizations:
Movimiento Estudentil Chicano de
Aztlan (MEChA), the African/Black
Student
Statewide
Alliance
A/BSSA), and the Asian/Pacific Islander Student Union (APSC).

Alarm

David Pipkins Daily

From page!
"I just decided to leave," he said.
Still, others didn’t hesitate at all.
"My boyfriend and I just left
when we heard the alarms," said
one unidentified student.
"I left my books inside." she
said.
"But, they were library books, so
I guess I won’t have to return
them," she said.
The earthquake which jolted the
SJSU campus on April 3 also left
students wondering what to do.
"A lot of people just sat around in
a daze," said Uyen Phan’. a student
who was in Clark Library the morning of the quake.
Lee Rancatore, a secretary in the
Financial Aid office knew what to
do, but couldn’t react.
"I don’t know why I didn’t leave
(the building)," Rancatore said.
"Sometimes you’re just in shock
and don’t do what you should," she
said.
Joel Beers contributed to this report

staff photographer

Mitchel Young Evans, a mime for 10 years. performs several different acts at the Student Union Amphitheater.

GOOD SPACE IS HARD TO FIND
Call us about our $
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Rape: UPD gives protection tips for women
From page 1
someone is coming along soon, or
acting crazy, she said.
Active defenses include fighting
off the perpetrator or waiting until a
time he is vulnerable and then inflicting pain, Edel said.
Some of the most sensitive areas
are located in the center of the body,
she said. They include the nose,
throat, groin, instep or top of the
foot and the pit of the stomach.
"You can’t be sure (any of these
methods) will work," she said.
"(You must) keep your wits about
you and not go into shock."
A woman must also try to keep
her ability to scream. The attacker is
hoping the woman will be too afraid
to defend herself, Edel said.
The motivation behind rape is
power, domination and the dehumanization of another person, she said.
The rapist is surpised when a
woman fights back because he
"thinks he is more powerful, and he
thinks women don’t know self de-

sexes ioust take responsibility in
rape prevention. Walters is currently
working with Leisure Services to establish self-defense workshops on
campus next fall.
"Women need to learn how to say
no effectively. and men need to learn
that no means no. he said.
Walters said he was shocked when
he learned recently that last year one
of 12 college women reported being
sexually assaulted in some way.
Sexual assaults should he reported
because rapists are repeat offenders
and will strike again, Edel stressed.
If the person is living on campus, he
Terry Edel, will be removed, she said.
If a woman is assaulted, she
UPD investigator
should seek counseling immediately.
Edel said.
"We want people to be survivors,
Men are often more effective in
changing other men’s attitudes about both physically and emotionally,"
rape. Edel said. If. for example, a she said.
Anyone who is attacked can call
man denounces a rape joke, other
men may be more likely to consider UPD at 924-2222 or the 24-hour
rape a serious issue.
rape crisis hotline at 287-3(810.
Jim Walters, Associated Students Counseling Services can also be convice president-elect, agrees that both tacted at 924-5910.

fense," she said. "He doesn’t expect an all-out war."
Edel expects about 10 percent to
20 percent of the tear gas class to be
comprised of men.
Men want to learn self defense for
themselves and for the women in
their lives, she said.

’Keep your wits
about you.’

Bees: Hive outside Spartan Pub removed
From page!
operate in the San Joaquin Valley,
he said.
The remaining bees will return to
the original hive, according to
Stecker.
Before the removal of the hive,
most students just walked or ran
right through the buzzing cloud, said
advertising majors Jim Di Piazza and
Eric Warfel.
But some stopped in their tracks
and went around the building, they
said.
Finance major Maurice Edwards
said he came upon the bees and
opted to go around the back of the

pub.
"The cloud was too big" to walk
through, he said.
Di Piazza and Warfel were sitting
in the pub when they noticed the
bees through the window.
The bees swarmed down in a "big
chunk," Di Piazza said.
There were thousands of them.
Warfel said, and they looked like a
"big yellow -blackish haze."
"It’s more entertaining than
Wednesday movies." he said. "It’s
cheaper, too."
Warfel held a sign in a the pub
window for passersbys to see.

"Have you been stung yet?" it
read.
Most people just laughed at the
sign, Warfel said. But both Di
Piazza and Warfel admitted they
were disappointed that no one was
stung.
"I was hoping they were African
killer bees . . .early arrivals," Di
Piazza said.
Noting that he teaches a course in
apiculture (bee keeping). Stecker
enouraged people to learn more
about bees.
"When the Africanized bees show
up, people are going to need to know
the difference," he said.

MANAGEMENT INTERN
Salary: S30,000Iyear
The City of San Jose is offering a unique and exciting opportunity for an energetic and dynamic person to
gain hands-on experience and insight into top level city management. As an intern, you will directly assist the
City Manager and City Department Heads in organizing, developing and evaluating City services and
programs. You will also be expected to provide creative and innovative ideas for improving the effectiveness
of the City’s government. You will be hired as a Staff Analyst tin the unclassified Civil Service.
To qualify for this position, you must be in your last semester of a Master’s Degree Program in Public
Administration or a closely related field. You must have completed your degree requirement by July 1 1989
To apply, please send your resume, along with the names and numbers of three references (one of which
must be a faculty member), official graduate and undergraduate transcripts and a 3-5 page typewritten paper
on why you are seeking this position to: Mr. Bob Allen, City of San Jose, Personnel Department.
Dept. SAT, 801 N. First Street, Room 215. San Jose, CA 95110. Final filing date: Tuesday. May 16. 1989
We are an equal opportunity employer
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Tile Second Annual Pacific Rim Film Festival Presenting

The Best Of

The Hawaii International
Film Festival
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I OU from CHINA

3-30 from INDIA

BLACK CANNON INCIOTN
tale of Chinese espionage
PESTONJE
(With Director Vijaya Melita speaking)
Ponrays a culture and social domain of Italtatt
life that are rarely seen in Indian films

1 Ill DAY, APRIL 14. 1989
Sizes from 20 to 750 sq. ft.
ground level units
All
Managers
Resident
. Electronic Security
* Open 7 days per week

OFFICE HOURS
9 to 6 Mon -Sat
9 to 5 Sundays
GATE HOURS
7 to 8 Mon -Sat
9 to 5 Sundays

1.00 from JAPAN

I 30 trom NEW ZEALAND

6880 Santa Teresa
(At Martinvale Lane)

281-0400

900 Lonus Court
(off Lincoln Ave.)

947-8775

REMEMBRANCE
Rased on the director’s met ttttt IC< 14 goo, tog
up in a noel area of Japan. this him focuses
on typical (and not so o pit alt event% in die
life of a junior high student in the early 1050s

NG All
Life in a %111311. largely Maori commonto, to tlic
I 540s seems tranquil to a yming Amtralt.itt to..
Rut a public crisis IICCIMICC personal, rut hilt’
makes a discovery about himself that %sill ,Itatig,
the rest of his life

/3/-474/-4/4/2-aa .caraya.faiara...JR.JJa.,

FREE

FREE

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Just Walk In --- No Tickets Necessary

FREE

4

FREE
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Currents in Education

Dropout: Numbers increase

Engineering: Industry teams up with SJSU department
From page

they do at National Semiconductor
In a lab sponsored by \..iional Co.
e
vain
lot
"We’ve modeled both centers
Company.
Semiconductor
pie, students are writing sorts are tar after industry. They are driven by ina powerful, new computer chip. The dustry needs," Freeman said.
Applied Materials donated equipcompany donated the equipment and
the time it took their engineers to put ment valued $990.(XX) so that stuthe lab together and helped design dents could etch their designs on
computer chips this fall.
the course.
William Sloan. a junior studying
Apple. Digital Equipment Company (MC), IBM, Hewlett-Packard aerospace engineering, has not yet
taken
an engineering lab at SJSU.
and Valid Logic Design are also
sponsoring labs where students work He has taken chemistry and physics
on industry instead of academic labs in the new building. Sloan says
that the laboratory classes require
problems.
At the Center for Electronic many many hours to complete.
"I feel like I am participating in
Iaterials and Devices, electrical,
chemical and materials engineers the process, but solving problems
tackle circuit design the same was this way complicates solutions,"

Sloan said.
Bernard Tang, a senior studying
industrial engineering. knows all
about complications. This past fall
he took a class in the Industrial and
Systems Flexible Manufacturing lab.
"The class was disorganized. One
robot was not hooked up. the other
vs as broken. Eight computer terminals sat in the back of the lab
unused." Tang said.
Peter Gwozdz, director of the
Center for Electronic Materials and
Devices and I5 -year veteran of Silicon Valley companies, admits to
controlled chaos.
"We are entrepeneurs. This is a

new kind of center for San Jose State Front page 5
of California at Berkeley and the
University," Gwozdz said.
University of San Francisco.
Pinson agrees.
Currently, SJSU is conducting a
"To my know ledge there isn’t another undergraduate program in the study on SJSU ’s high drop-out rate
country with such an emphasis on of first-time freshmen.
"We’re making an aggressive atapplied technology," he said.
tempt at getting in contact with stuWhat does industry think?
dents who left," said SJSU Director
of Orientation Susan Hansen.
"San Jose State is our number one
Sample questions in the study
source of entry-level engineers,"
range from "Why did you leave?"
said David Stoner, employment
to "What were your intentions bemanager for Lockheed.
fore coming to SJSU?"
The study is concentrating on reaLast year, Lockheed hired more
engineers from SJSU than Univer- sons why students drop out, but also
sity California at Berkeley. Stanford on what the student studied and how
University and California Polytech- they related to their professors.
The answers given by students
nic University at Pomona combined.

who dropped out are matched with a
control group of current students.
"That can tell us a lot," Hansen
said. "Not just knowing why they
left, but what types of problems can
lead to their decisions.
"We would like to talk to every
student who left," she said. "And at
this point, we have completed 75
percent of our goal."
These studies will be very useful
for other groups on campus. Hansen
said.
"We’re hoping that on -campus
groups such as admissions and EOP
(Educational Opportunity Program)
will use these statistics (to identify)
someone who is at a high risk of
dropping out."

Commuters: Students may gain extra study time and reduce time spent behind the wheel
1,0,11/51..
Donna /it*
ilhelai
viser %%hit also ads ises tn-couno ru
5
dents, 5,1% the satellite would house
sc lull time staffers including a di recto? and a senior secretary. At
peak times, SJSU would send support staff from offices including admissions and t iTi,ii1 al aid.
Ihe day it, day staff would act as
a liaison beok cell the students and
the campus in San Jose, Bohn says.
Each SJSU office would have a ’’tiein " to the satellite. Video counseling
from SJSU might he added later.
"We’re starting small, but we
know the potential out there is tremendous.’ says lid, a member of
the Salinas Chamber of Commerce
committee which has pushed for the
satellite for four years.
Enrollment could reach nearly I .8(X) ss thin five years, according to a
satellite proposal drafted by Eastman
two ears ago. Forty percent of cornmunit) college students in the three
counties wants to take upper division
and eventually graduate courses.
Twenty -ses percent of the general
public also wants to further its edu-

cation.
Older and re-entry students would
make up most of the enrollment.
According to the proposal, nearly
half of community college students
interested in the center are more than
25 years old. That figure reaches 80
percent for the general public.
"There certainly is a need, but
we’re not meeting it now," Bohn
says. Many students in the tri-county
area "go to a community college and
they’re through."
For those who want to continue,
the commute takes its toll financially
and emotionally.
"I can say that we’re deeply in
debt because of it," says Henry.
who is married with a 20-year-old
son and a 9-year-old daughter.
Before she began commuting to
SJSU two years ago. Henry had a
good -paying job in Salinas. Today,
her schedule doesn’t allow for steady
work. Between home and campus
she works three jobs for about
$4,000 $20.000 less than before.
Less also describes the amount of
time she can spend with her family.
Monday through Tursday, Henry

sees her daughter only a few hours
each night and never on Tuesdays.
"It’s hard for her." Henry says.
"She was used to .having Mom
around and I’m not."
The satellite won’t benefit Henry
because she’s graduating in May.
But if public relations courses had
been offered in Salinas, she would
have chosen convenience over campus atmosphere.
Barbara Engle. a junior majoring
in environmental studies, lives 15
minutes north of Salinas. A re-entry
student who attended California
Polytechnic University at Pomona
12 years ago, she commutes an hour
each way on Tuesday and Thursday.
Commuting is a problem because
she teaches her 9- and 11 -year-old
sons herself and must take them to
campus. And then there’s parking to
contend with.
"I’m very disappointed," says

Engle, 34, a first-time SJSU student
who starts her drive at 9 a.m. "I
bought tan $81) parking permit, and
I’ve only been able to use it once."
Like Henry. Engle would trade
SJSU’s campus atmosphere for the
convenience of a closer facility.
Younger students, however, would
probably miss the campus environment. Ziel says.
"There is that aura of the university life." she says. "It’s something
you don’t get far afield."
After two years at Gavilan College in Gilroy. Lisa Harbin wanted
to take classes in a university atmosphere. She began commuting from
Hollister this semester.
"The community (at SJSU) is definitely better." says Harbin, a 22year-old junior studying occupational therapy. "I was getting tired of
Gavilan."
She says she is now used to corn -

muting an hour each way, five days
a week. Harbin hadn’t heard of the
proposed satellite and isn’t sure if
she would like it.
Karen Pettner, a senior whose
morning commute from Gilroy can
take up to an hour, says she would
probably choose San Jose. "(But) it
would be nice to get up an hour
later."
Eastman says students who take
SJSU classes through North Monterey County High School and other
locations enjoy the extra hour and a
closeness not found on the San Jose
campus.
"You kind of have to be there to
see it," he says. "They love it."
Eastman, who taught an SJSU
class at Fort Ord in 1977, says a 25 year-old is considered young among
other SJSU students studying in the
tri-county area. And while the campus experience may be less impor-

tant to them, they appreciate the
chance to continue college.
Graduation is particularly meaningful, he says. Alumni often attend
the ceremonies (which students can
attend along with the main ceremony
in San Jose) and the atmosphere is
personal and supportive. By May,
about 200 SJSU students in the tricounty area will have graduated
since 1975, according to Ziel.
No numbers are available on how
many students have dropped out
since 1975. But most of those currently attending are in their 30s, take
part-time classes and have families.
Ziel says. They tend to be "stop.outs"students who start and stop
classes over a long period of time.
Because many are re-entry students, inexperience often leads them
to take more units than they can handle, she says.

Students Faculty Staff
Buy IBM’ PS/2’ Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!
IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San lose State University
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25,
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model 80 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applications.

RAISE THE ROOF
IN SAN JOSE’S NEW CONVENTION CENTER!

For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University

PHOTO &SOUND

408-453-6220

MUSICFEST
DIZZY GILLESPIE
QUINTET
PETE ESCOVEDO
ORCHESTRA
THE BOBS
New Wave A Cappella

INTERNATIONAL WEEK ’89

KIN E.’T
ABC Family Fun Fair
See 12o1 your favorite Sarlird,A

Jazz
Salsa

HAWAIIAN DAY
HULA DANCING SHOW
With music, song, dance. Held at the Aquatic Center
(swimming pool) at 12:30. Admission is free.
Ohana of Hawaii presents:

Information: call Jimmy at 274-2755
April 10-14
ARTS EXHIBITION
Cultural Arts Exhibition, on Window Glass.
3rd floor in the Student Union. Admission is free.
Information: Mike Nguyen 279-8827
Presented by: Vietnamese Student Association

THE FOREMAN
Folk Parody

LOS MARIACHIS

KG0 Media Kidcast
Stunt Skateboarders
Grant Nooshballs and more’

Gospel Choir
Park free at Civic Center and
ride Light Rail to RAISE THE
ROOF.
raillEilli-rilirtillFCLEF

April 14
INTERNATIONAL DANCE
Dance from 9pm to 1:30am to the sounds of new wave
and pop. Sponsored by:
Intercultural Steering Committee
Chinese Student Association
Vietnaese Student Association
Advanced tickets available at the A.S. Business Office.
For Information call: Yen Tan 292-3197
Vu Nguyen 286-1238
Tim (415) 623-1777
INTERNATIONAL WEEK IS SPONSORED BY
ICSC AND FUNDED BY THE A.S.

0 Connor Hospital Giant Puppets
San Jose Children s Musical Theatre
Lincoln High School Dance
Skip Robert Magic
Hiyinks ’Jugglers
Bob Reid Singer

Lion Dance
Los Lupenos
Youth Symphony
Michael Loftus - Magic
San Jose Dance Theatre
Los Danzantes de San Jose

URBAN FAIR
How does the city of San Jose work? Tour vehicles, view models and meet
the people who make it all happen.

Traditional

NAVY JAll BAND
OUR LADY OF LOURDES

Abigail s Pub
Andale Tagueria
Chez Croissant
Cafe Tuyet
Casa Castillo
Dolce Spazio Gelato
Donut Exchange
Downtown Cale
El Paraiso
Eulipia
Fairmont Pagoda
Garden City Market
&Moe s
Gourmet Annex
Hochburg von Germania
Leafs
Lou s Village
Metro Cafe
Pizza-a -go-go
Rue de Pans
Scotts Seafood Grill Li Bar
Sweetie Pies
Ultimate Yogurt
Victorian House

Bring a cassette tape to the KG0 Neyistalk Sr radio tower Or J blank video rape to the
KG0- TV studio and take home your Own radio or television broadcast starring YOU,

SAN JOSE TAIKO

CIELO

characters in a live Musical extravaganza

An exciting exhibit of hands-on science and art ion and education lot children of any age

Samba
Japanese Drums

mornmoo cartoon

IE CHEAT TASTE

Children’s Discovery Museum

CHALO EDUARDO

THE DOBSON FAMILY

10 a. m. to 6 p.m.

APRIL 15 & 16

FREE ADMISSION

JAllTECH
Reik music presents the latest in high tech musical instruments and a look
at the present and future of consumer music

21st CENTURY EXHIBITS

Free Parking (selected city lots) &
Convention Center Garage.
10 Almaden Blvd. Garage.
160 W. Santa Clara St. Garage.
and
RJV ERPARL

Space stations telescopes and holograms light the way for Silicon Valley in
the future

CINEMATHEQUE
A continuous screening of international short films featuring animation.
social science and experimental films.

FOR MORE INFORMATA_)N CALL

295-2265 EXT. 430

OA-v.
0\A
KG0-111t

PACIFICOBELL.
SI\ AIN 1111111111M
ISSI11.1111111

KSTS-TV
Fairmont Hotel
San Jose Convention and Visitors Bureau

Siniose

San Jose Convention and Cultural Facilities
Waste Management. Inc. of Santa Clara County

K430 Newstalk 81 fro

Santa Clara County Transportation Agenq.
San Jose Mercury News
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Bloom County

Eastern Airlines gives Ueberroth
a new demand before takeover
NEW YORK (AP) - Eastern
Airlines’ striking unions agreed to
big wage concessions with Peter V.
Ueberroth but added a new demand
that must he resolved if he is to take
control of the airline by Tuesday
night’s deadline.
Involved are changes in Ueberroth’s $464 million takeover deal
and Frank Lorenzo, chairman ot
Eastern’s parent, Texas Air Corp.,
must accept those changes if the deal
is to go forward, say sources speaking on condition of anonymity.
The unions demanded that the
bankruptcy court appoint a special
trustee to operate Eastern as the airline attempts to emerge from Chapter II, The New York Times reported today. The unions want to
assure that Lorenzo won’t play a role
in Eastern’s reorganization, the
Times said.

"We have one more major bridge toric labor partnership" with leaders
to cross," an exhausted Ueberroth representing Eastern’s Machinists.
told reporters outside the bankruptcy pilots and flight attendants unions.
courthouse Monday evening. "And
Sources said the five-year agreethat’s right here in this courthouse. ment gives the unions a 30 percent
That bridge must be crossed. ... share of Miami -based Eastern in exThere’s no guarantee we will cross change for $210 million in pay cuts
it."
and work -rule concessions. The
Ueberroth’s deal with Texas Air is accord must be ratified by rank -and scheduled to expire at midnight.
file members.
"We have not yet seen a copy of
Ueberroth and other parties to the
the agreement. We understand it is talks have declined to give details
very complex and we will study it," because of a gag order imposed by
Texas Air spokesman Art Kent said Bankruptcy Judge Burton R. Liflate Monday from the company’s land. The former baseball commisheadquarters in Houston.
sioner said talks would continue
"There’s no agreement as far as today in an effort to get Eastern, the
we’re concerned," said Bruce Zi- nation’s seventh -largest airline, back
rinsky, a lawyer for Eastern who at- in the air.
tended the New York meetings.
Eastern has been largely grounded
After four days of intense negotia- since Machinists struck March 4 and
tions. Ueberroth announced that his pilots and flight attendants walked
investor group had reached "a his- out in support.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

fields. FT and PT. Cal kl-F
377-541201 377-14114

AVN RAND - interated in Mt phi’ of
offectivism? I on, considering
founding club al SJSU
La.
nerne & phone I for Dave et 356-

CUSTOMER SRVC. REP. for nets
music tmhnology, the Pe-sonic.
System Stild 0. 00190109, *0100-

FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
applicanon for college tudents!
Just send
sal addressed
stamped envelope to KAlliA7SU
MARKETING, 734 S. 4th St . Box
5, Philadelphia, Pa 19147 Apply

.10.110 & dependabe. P7-15-25
h. 00.17 hr. Robin I415M681700
DYNAMIC

Cell Stark Fill. at (408)943-9190
for no obligation quo.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now! Sew your teeth. eye.
and Money too Cleenings end of.
flat visits at no charge For brochure see AS. oMaz or Student
Health Center or call (4081371.
6811 In San Jose
408-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every intermit Romance,

friendship.
adv.ture
Leave your neseage or you can
Ii.., Mx magma from others,
try it, you’ll be glad you did Call
dolly!
Messages change Ire
quo.), Only 12
any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR Mesa In.. for lees
money You pick 10. model. make
O 00 accessories We find you the
best dee’. no obligation. Independent broker references cell KEN
.1 7290635
SEIZED CARS. trucks. boas, 4 wheelera, motorharnee, by FBI, IRS,
OEA. Avallabe your area now
Call 1905> 682-7555, est C-1255.
’92 JETTA - Met bOil - 92 thoumnd
mil. Cell or leave message 9765872
61 PLYMOUTH RELIANT. gr.t cond.
good commuter, 4dr. 4spd, low
mileage.
3175

stereo. 1125010. 255-

79 DATSUN 211020 2
2. red 52.300
mi. soto-tra.. maw ces ens)
4965587 M-F,11-5PM

FOR SALE
MATTRESS SETS. NEW. BEDS!!
Twin $85. full $89. queen 5129.
king 4188

You gel both pima
Bunk... $129 Bear.fl avail*be now If your bed Isn’t giving

LIFEGUARDS: SEASONAL & year
round positions available now.
Salery: Liftmuerds 10 5046.403,r
Pool

IAnagers
Call 1142-2470

57 00-$8.80 tor

MANAGER NEEDED

Donn parking
service, 7 lot.. 9 attendams P10.140 over ell operations. AcctIng
knowledge required
Perking 971 ’PARK

Call Plaza

OFFICE
ASSISTANT NEEDED Wknds only 55-6 start Dirties include cashiering, phones, filing

4 star reetaurants
$150.00 guaranteed

25 hr wk
Kevin 727-

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS

SERVERS Full/pert time searrIty
officer ell shifts Full part time
evening proce. servers We will
tr. Apply in person Mon -Fri,
9AM-4PM. MO Meridian Ave
Acufacts, Inc

San

SUMMER SPORTS CAMP counselors
needed from June 26-Aug 4
VI 52 hour for greet. fun ouot110,00 azportunIty! Cell De An.
College Sports Camp al 406996
48. for info or app

Our bads ore very comfortable &
cheep Call 045-8558

herroon & evening salts ava-

GREEK
TO THE TWO AWESOME THEAT CHI
roommates found two obnoxious
hate-one hot pinit end 0110 ague
Holding for ransom Pay.
ment need not be in large bills.
luM fun Get psyched -Friday will
Dl rod! Love. your CHI OMEGA

green

bat abductor.

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVELOPES $50000 & up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES. P0 B. 3247. San
Jose. CA 95118
AUTOMATED VAC EOPNIT OPERA.
TORS needed on graveyd shift
rind weekend shift 12640 lir work
week) Retail.. 1.3 yrs mech. or
elm assembly imp or wooly ed in
the licences or computer prog.
Must be s U S citizen We offer
Cali
reimb
education
100%
415 493-1030. 0445, VARIAN
AVON SALES - Buy or .11 Avon.
lo
Earn tr-tre Income or altar
ea to youl el beeuty co In
America Do your shopping with
Av.! Avokl crowds & Mt me
save you.

M-F 9.304 30 Jane

251-51142
CHEER UPI I’m hiring Due to expansion. I need nen mope to ern
$150 to 9500 a week tor parl titrze
hours doing phone promotion
Guerenteed salary & Commies Wit
train. Call Devii 4047220447.
AVAILPOSITIONS
CHILDCARE
ABLE Full end p001118* permaNorthern
reelable.
position.
nent
California Manna.. 176 San Antonio Rd.. Sale 112, Los Ahem Ca
94022, (1111)112121133.
THE STUDENT UNION elecnelion
Event. Center is now 1,9109 18.
Boo Ofhce-Ticket 010.9 positions Contact the Shea. Union
09006y’s Office
COUNISELOILDIRECT CARE STAFF
la
needed at realtlentel
young adults 4 adamants with
eutiern & ’Meted 411801511*5.Foil
end pert tene positions ...Ie.
Starting 99-94 2blir Call (MP
4411-3063
COUNSELOR - GROUP HOME for au11010 chlklren Orsel ezperenie
for psych, 89.11 . ed.. end retired

TELEMARKETING!
SETTING
Pert

st. Good rola & personality
Cal BLAS *1 299-3033.
WAITRESS WANTED PT. lunch MM.
flex hrs. Eon tips. exp preferred
or will tn. Apply Okayama Resteurent. Jean., Cola., 565-W
No 611,51 S J
DATA

ENTRY

Spank.

Contact PAC LUTRAN

(408) 2974809 TWA c.a. rep

TYPING
AAAA-ACCURACY,

WORKERS NEEDED TO staff events
SI SJSU Rec Center, Shoreline
Amp., S.J. Cony Ctr. 000 01008
Concerts sports & private par.
tee. If you ars looking to earn
ext. money based on your .II Meaty , pea. call St. Network
(415)3669966
11141-$0
-hr to atart 50 poations. RampWon’t...My, no sop two FT’PT
day swing grit. shMs
Wesitty
my dental nerd beneMs We ars
looking for frienalty mope to
work in Hi-tech
Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd.. tents Clara (batmen San
Tomas £010041).

HOUSING
CHRISTIAN

FEMALE

NEEDED

to

share 3 barn house near Cherry.
1 3 oil
Fonvorthy 83300,0
21163453

SJSU Club, Fraternity or Sorority
by selling custom out screened T.
ehin with your deagn or logo. 48
hour turn-around on most jobs
Call tor reference. and prices.
Breinstorm T -Shirts. 14151 1428801

$1.50 per page double spaced
Available seven day. weekly
Quick turnaround. All work goer-

SOUTH

BAY

grads Avellable day, eves, week.
ende by appl Cal Anna 972-4992
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every timer Professional wordprocessing sendicee that include lest turnaround,
guarantee copy, grammar editing,
laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA 51 (4091 9443862 to nowt0a your tine now.
Pay ...see hern campus.

reports, theses
sic .1 251.0445

(BERRYESSA

era) To ensure
your
paper’s
completion
on
achedue rOlieff yOur Mot arty
PJ-923-2309

"Heir Today ilone Torn.

SERVICES
graphks

HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
all fields up to amutlete Ws
offer 20 poslmript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for Mist $30.
FREE DELIVERY
Finalize Designs. (415)964-91113
Join WSFCU - Your student Ca.
Unkoffaintras Include TuttionBoas-Computer Loons Cornpal.* Savings Rata
tFree
Check Wrfting Cashing
.Menu
&volumes HanonIr GSL’S eye
1.114 Member Privilege. Call
947.72730, drop by our ofnce al

ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typtng reasonable

and day Rush (oba are my apeci.
silty Cali Pam al (408)225-5025 or

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professionel word prof:aging
with Lear printer Them, tern

94087. 1 -800-USA-1221. 00.8153
PLANNING A WEDDING? Looking for
non -denominational
wake
tv peso.’ yowl? Plan now for
summer oarsmen’.
LAMM) 111 257.7223.

Call

Rev

4 10111 CM Calle el 1041.
vsesas 0.900-524-1155124

PERSONALS
ECCLAIIIA GNOST/CA SACRAMIN
TORUM For gnaace. reegkin le
God’s sense of mystery. not
eken’s Ineiseenoe 011 dooms. Caleim el
brae PM rnyelery
MOM open le ell, 3 P.M Sondem
II Pe Vlven Chapel of Me 101
United Mahe.* Church, 24 N

of term paperer...Bora, protects
& returnee Will gladly assist w
gnaw., punctuation, end sentence stnrclure (knowledgable on
Tuf abfan, APA.
Campbell for -

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KS.JS
You’ve got the party, we’. got
It,. mu., Michel Productions
provkas

ade relay of musk

for your wedding perly or Oar..
rit reasonable nit. Call Desiree
or Phil at 2704440 or 022-7261

wedding*, forma ea
ASONAOLE RATES, wally awl. In Willow 0100 ere. call Merle
448-

to

Word

GLEN mem
COMPUTER- fal-mcurate. neer Ham
Mon & Winchester, Campbell Call
SHIRLEY at 3703519 S50 per

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD.! This year,
call typist who Is aperienced in
ell formats (including APA) for all
your typing needs ( tienere) Call
Lindalle Write Type 723.1714
EVERGREEN

WORDPROCESSING

On campus pickup delivery Letter quality Tem moors, group
;wawa, theses mourn., fmulty
protects, etc APS. MLA. Turablen

CALL MRS MORTON at 2664448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

Student AM Sark., 104 E Fremont An... 178. Sunnyvale. Ca

used

PIRO

SI 75 page double spaced (10
pitch) Quick rat. Transcription
services
avalleble
AlmadenBre nham area. MOM 244-4504

alects only Moe.
sounms you are peened to recave. thu ensuring Me best P08’
.1010 list Our service is low-cost
end guar.teed. Call or wilts

Equipmen

P erfect a HPLaserJetil Conelder
MN basin.. experience end forWILLOW
English motor
mer

(404225-9009

old regardless of grades or family

computer

mots)

Ann’s Santa Clara 241-5490
A-I SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Avelieble night

papers. group proecte etc All
fOrnnahl
including
API

ath
custom list of sot..
After you MN out dm* form. our

Classified

Tem papers and resumes Call
215 -2221, 2111311erklien
ANN* WORD PROCESSING These. Reports - Letters No lima to type
your paper? Call Mary Ann at

MONEY FOR STUDENTS?, We match
students ath available financial

SEWW412 AIM ALTERATIONS Ceara
end evening wear mecieNzIng

?

Science),

protects wekome Student rote..
7 min Mr, campus nr
& McKee

My Care Gwen Chagnon, 11 E
5563500, 1645 S gaCOIll Ave,

DESKTOP PUBUSHING
Brochure.,
flyers,

tom

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop publishing & word processing Ppere.thestsreeumea.
reports. menuticripts & group

’Unwanted H. Disappears With

IC

tomtits Chet guar 127 yr. xp
Call Rod :27e-3564 (leave MO.
sap) Ayala. 7 dila vereit
EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING some
time Why not mai. the beet impression? A neatly -typed paper
higher gra. For the beat
gas

raull, call Barbara St
WRITE TYPE -(405) 972-9430
AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY lor
your academic amine.. 149a1
word processing needs Tenn papers. reports, mum., loners,
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SPORTS

Spartans hit the road,
trip begins with SCU
By Matthew D. Anderson

home victones with 24 wins in 29
games with Sunday’s 4-1 win over
Their first challenge was to take UNLV. The Spartans still have 11
two of three from one of the more home games.
stronger teams in the Big West
To be considiered by the NCAA
cvonference, UNLV.
selection committee, performing
With that accomplishment, the well on the road is a must for the
17th -ranked SJSU baseball team Spartans.
SJSU is about to find out how good
SJSU faces Big West foes Pacific
they are.
this weekend (1-5 in Big West play
The Spartans (31-7,4-2 in the con- 11-22 overall). The Tigers defeated
ference) play nine of their next 10 No. 25 Fullerton State for their only
games are on the road, where they conferense victory.
are 6-3.
The Spartans wind up their road
Four of those games are against trip with a three -game series at
non-league opponents Santa Clara Fullerton State beginning April 19.
(25-15), USF (9-19), CSU
"It’s going to be a tough grind,"
Hayward (9-27) and 19th -ranked
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said. "I’m
California (27 14).
The Spartans defeated California not that scared. If we play .500
baseball, if you can do that, you’re
(2-1) on Feb. 14 at Muni Stadium.
SJSU broke the school -record for going to be ok."
Daly staff wrier

A. Spartans Baseball Stats

Morrison remains optimistic about recruiting
By Rob Lyon
Daily staff writer
The first day of the spring signing period begins today, but don’t
expect any startling announcements from the men’s basketball
program about any all-star
recruits.
At least not yet.
New head coach Stan Morrison
said there wouldn’t be any athletes
signing on the first day, but several
quality athletes are scheduled to
visit the campus within the next
two weeks, some of whom could
sign letters of intent before the
signing period ends in one month.
Morrison, who took over as head
coach April 4, said he was pleased
with the quality of players still
available and Lheir academic
achievements.
"I’m surprised that they haven’t
already been signed (by other
schools)," Morrison said.
The names of the players who
will visit campus cannot be
released until they have actually
signed their letters of intent.
Athletic Director Randy

SB BB
5
23 Tyson in more trouble
LOS ANGELES (Al’) -- A park
4
11
ing lot attendant claimed boxing
4
11 champion Mike Tyson
struck him
3
15 outside a Hollywood night club.
Parking attendant Michael Devine
13 16 alleged
in a police report that Tyson
25 23 struck him three times in the %tom-

Name
Greg Mitchell
Kevin Tannahill
Ozzie Fernandez
Eric Booker
Mike Gonzales
Andy Coan

Position
3rd Base
Catcher
DH
Right Field
2nd Base
Center Field

Avg.
.349
.343
.306
289
.286
.252

RBI
15
24
17
26
27
13

Pitchers
Dave Tellers
Donnie Rea
Chris Martin

Type
RH starter
LH starter
RH starter

W-L
11-1
7-3
7-0

IP spokeskoman Marge Reid. Devine
ERA
2.69 79 91 said the incident occurred at midnight outside The Palace night club
2.74 54 73
2.91 49 71

ach with the hack of his hand, police

AHH...
PAIN RELIEF

Big West Standings
Team
League record
Fresno State
5-1
Long Beach State 4-2
San Jose State
4-2
4-2
Fullerton State
3-3
UNLV
UC Santa Barbara 2-4
1-5
UC Irvine
1-5
U of Pacific

Overall
27-12
32-7
31-7
23-13
27-10
22-15-1
13-20-1
11-22

UPCOMING GAMES:
This weekend: SJSU @ UOP
Fullerton St. @ UNLV
UCSB @ Fresno State

Rank
12
15
17
25
21

Spartan Daly Graphics

with
Chiropractic Care
As low as

$ 8 3/m

o.

Student Special
(408)733-3760
Dr. Zoe T. Cordova
Homestead Chiropractic
21020 Homestead Rd.
Cupertino

Hoffman said that the short time
Morrison has had to put together
his recruiting efforts has made the
process more difficult, but not
impossible.
"It put us at a disadvantage, but
Stan has such good contacts
around the high schools and community colleges that we should be
able to bring a quality recruiting
class to the university this year,"
Hoffman said.
Morrison said he has been busy
visiting athletes and talking to
them on the phone.
So far, he said, the response has
been positive.
"They’ve heard about the new
arena, and they’ve heard about the
new coach, and I’ve been pleased
by the excitement in their voices."
The key to the recruiting process, Morrison said, is to research
the available athletes carefully in
order to obtain "quality players
and quality people."
And even more importantly, to
get them signed.
"Then I’ll sing all kinds of
songs," Morrison said.

On Monday, Morrison spoke to
four of last season’s athletes who
participated in the player boycou.
Angelo Foccia, Damon Greer,
Sean Davis and David Hollaway
have all expressed interest in
returning to the team next year.
"That decision hasn’t been
made yet." Morrison said. "The
issue has been somewhat clouded
because each is unique and has a
different set of circumstances. But,
obviously, if there wasn’t a possiblity (of them returning) I wouldn’t
have visited with them."
Hoffman said he would give
Morrison time to reflect on the
decision and then meet with him
to discuss the outcome.
"We should know within the
next week or two," Hoffman said.
Greer didn’t want to speculate
on his chances of returning to the
team, but said that Morrison
"seemed like a very nice person."
During the recruiting process,
Morrison said he would be looking
for at least four quality players to
fill the post, point guard, power
forward, and wing positions.
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Buy an
Everex
T-Shirt
and get.

$395.00

Everex T-Shirt
Only

$2,181.00
Offer Ends May 27, 1989

l’Irtf 1011AM

WEDNESDAY NITE
CINEMA

Suggested Retail

Get Microsoft Word 4.0 Free when you purchase any of
our Macintosh Graduation Bundles.

This would fit his offense philosophy which consists of the
team’s ability to shoot from inside
and draw fouls, and the ability to
hit outside shots.
This would fit into his offensive philosophy which consists of
the team’s ability to shoot from
inside and draw fouls.
You can’t win at the college
level if you don’t go to the free
throw line," Morrison said.
According to Hoffman, three
recruits who signed during the fall
signing period will honor their
commitments to SJSU, despite the
fact they were recruited by Bill
Berry, who was fired last month.
Those players are 7-0 center
Robert Dunlap from El. V.
Berkner High School in
Richardson, Texas; 6-2 guard
Andre Brooks from San Jose
Community College; and 6-7
guard-forward Jeff Novitsky from
Skyline Community College.
"Those players have still been
very receptive and interested,"
Hoffman said.

1. Macintosh Plus CPU*
2. Everex 20 Hardrive*
3. Imagewriter II
Printer*
4. Microsoft Word*
5. Hypercard*
6. Apple Care*
7. System Saver*

Not a bad deal when you consider
that you get a $2,348.00
Macintosh System* for free.
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